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INTRODUCTION

This Handbook for Assessing,an elementary 8Chbol Program was written for
-all parents and staff who participate in the school program. It was designed
to help assess the lesulta of your program development efforts and the impact
the program is,having on students and' tosidentify opportunities fcii further
improvement. Conducting a thorough assessment, of your program as it is-now
operating provides a strong basis, for judging what program modifications-
would be most effective in making furtherprogram-improements.

While this,handbcVok is Mitten for use'by school people in their
own pcogram assessment, it is also the primary guide to be used by State
teams conducting program reviews. Such external reviews often provide a
fresh viewpoind, but they cannot substitute'for a self-assessment process
that involves many school people carefully examining tfie,effecXs of the
program. Because external reviews are necessarily brief, they work best
for schools which are conducting self-assessments.

The handbook is organized into three pKapters:

1. Oveiview
2. Conducting the Assessment

. 3. Preparing the Assesiment Report.

The first chapter explains the underlying concepts of the school
program review and the basic assessment strategy presented in the handbook,
as well as suggestions for using the ,handbook.

)10- The second chapter explains how to conduct a school program assess-
ment. It explains the types of evidence that you should, gather through
obserVatiOn, interviews, and document review and how to pull it all together
in ways that will be helpful in making the assessment report.

The third chapter explains how to prepare the assessment report.
It includes pages for repbrting judgments of 'quality of various aspects
of the program, pages for indicating actions or activities that could
be the key far further prograM improvement, and a work sheet to aid in,
synthesizing the 'findings.
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Chapter I

REVIEWING TliESCHOOL PROGRAM

The program review process described in tie handbook is based on s
particular perspective toward the school progiam. This perspective encom-,
passes p4i1 growth and achievetient, the instruction received by the student
and the instruction offered by the schocil, 4he support system for the in-
structional program, the activities which translate. the planned program into

'action, and\planning and evaluation. The relationship among these aspects of
the school program can be displayed as shown below. Notice that the student

is at. the center, with other aspects of the school program depicted as layers

around the student.

Planning and evaluation. The outdrmost layer of activities, planning and

evaluation, includes the development and yearly evaluation of the school, plan,

ongoing planning ana_evaluation, and all the formal and informal, kritten and

unwritten plans which are laced through the school year. 7he purpose of these,
activities includes achieving birds& agreement on the goals. and expectations, for

students and on what the school! program shoulA be in order to meet these goals;
allocations of re.sponsibility, 'time, an other resources to.the people charged

-with translating-thw-plan into action; and the ongoing evaluation and modifi-

cation- of the school program or continued improvement.

I-1



Support. The next layer of activities at those plannidpas support
,

to instruction, such as staff development and parent involvement.

Instruction. The next, layer is instruction, broadly defined tow,.
include everything experienced by,,,the student under sope control of 'the
school. Within instruction, a d4tinctiOn is made boEween the instruc-
tion received by the student and the instruction offered by the othool.

Student. At the center of the school program is tht studeqt as
beneficiary. The benefit/to the, student in basic skills achievement,
learning in curricular ,areas, and social and personal growth is the
ultimate focus of the program.

The planned' program. The planned program is what people at the
school have agreed they want the program to be. It includes much more
than the written school plan. It includes former and informal plans,
annual and ongoing plat-ring, written and unwritten plans, and.th! plans
each staff makes for day-to-day program activities.

Translating the planned program into action. Between the planned
program and doing what has been planned are'the crucial activities which
translate ideas into action. These activities include communication' and
collaboration among staff, mutual tsuport, the alignment of people, to"
tasks, reallocation of time, scheduling, spacelillotment, ordering'needed
supplies, defining roles and responsibilities, coordinating and Sequenc-
ing activities, and ilualitcontrol.

The Assessment Strategy

- ,The assessment strategy is based on the concept:of the school
program lust described. The basic idea is to start with the student and
work your way outward through instruction, support, 'and translation, and
finally back to planning. This direction- -from the student outward--is
complemented by an assessment of the planned program which .looks it how
it was or wasn't translated into action and by the effe of planning, -'

.

translation, and support on instruction. Thus, the asse04s pent -goes back
and forth through the layers of the school program, pursuing ey linkages ,

where activities have been particularly effective or ZWere-improve*ments
might have particularly high payoffs. Two linkages are.emphasiAed:

1-2



- The' link betweeri the instruction received by the itudent and
what adults do to make this instruction happen for the student

1

The link beiweLstrarlflatian activities and. the planned program

(

and between trArtula%An'activities ancr.thejmplemented program

The strategy for the reviewers in conducting the,assessment is .to

build a picture oC how things work dut fr. the stydlMeat the school.This
. picture is built primarily from observation of tht student, analysis of :4

the stddent''s ourrent work, connecting the current ork to past work and
current activitieWinstructional staff.explana s of .the studept's.
current .and paseadtivities, and instructional d to material
used by the staff for the student's program. e assessment strategy
delibe Ateky avoids using writtendocumentation aa elAidence unless the
aocum tation serves an instrei ettional purposelfor. the teachers, aideit, or
studen s. Likewise, the stri4egy,avoids "the numbers and percentages
game." The stra,tegy will work. for people whc4 seriously want to know what
is happening in the school, and it won't waste anyone else's time. %

. . .....
, s

After 6le reviewer has a picture of what- is happening for the stu-
dents, the assessment focuses on finfting'out what processes at the school
contributed to what is happening. The reviewer seeks explanation frod.

"staff of why they do things the way they do, wbereethe instructional pro-
gram comes- frog, how it Ls supported and improved, how plans get tr'ans-
lated into action', and so on. The focus is, on what is affecting what,
rather than on process for process's sake.

'

1
,

.
. 0

When the reviewers'have completed their investigations, it is time
to prepare the repdrt of findings as described in Chapter III. The re-1
port is also based on the model of the school pi.ograms described earlier
iln this chapter. It provides for two types of findings: the quality ot
,the effects of each aspect of the program and identified opportunities
fat improvement.

Criteria are-provided for assessing quality in the Otn descrip-
tive paragraphs for low? middle, and high levels of program quality.

6 Possible opportunities for improvement are provided in the form of
phrases describing arlfacrion.or activity and spaces for referencing
activities from the school 'plan. Thus the report includes findings of
the current status of program quality and implications for possible
action.. Chapter III also includes a workAb4et for-synthesizing ehe
findings,using the model of planning, translation; support, inotructiorr,
and students.

Program review and existing' assessment activities. The program
review described in this manual is. designed to complement, not replace,
existing assessment activities which may be part of yousOongoing planning
and evaluation processes. Program review works better in areas where
'staff has been enlightened by pribr self-asseswent activities. :Taken
together program review and your ongoing planning and evaluation activ-,
lities form- he total assessment process at your school. As yOu gain
experience/with the'assessment process .described here, you should refine
and modify it to suit your own decision-making needs.

1-3
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Program reviews conducted by teams external to the school provide
fresh viewpoint and.independent validation of internal assessments. The

program review'conducted for the State Department\ of Education, either by

_a state team or through a consortium of districts, will be based on this
handbook. The Tevie0ers will follow the procesS.described in'Chapter'LI
and use the reporting form in Chapter III. Of course, since the assessment
in Chapter II is designed for use ovet a longer period than a two or three
day vieit,\ the Chapter II prbcesses will be abbreviated._ Therefore, prior
self-assesem4nt can do much to improve the validity of the external review.
Additional instructions to state program reviewers.are provided in Procedures

4
for Elementary Program Review Teams. A copy of these procedures is seat
to the 'school prior to an actual program review,

,

Use of the Handbook. This handbook has a variety,of possible uses, some
of which are described briefly here:

-. Use it during the planning prOtess as an aid to assessing your school
program's capacity to meet the educational needs of the students.

Use it to identify areas of high quality which you will want to
conserve.

Use tt to help to decide what to concentrate on next in ongoing.
planning.

Use it to prepare for, state or district external reviews.
.000

Use it as part of q district accountability system.

Use it as part of your/evaluation design.\

Use it for staff development.

Use it for regular monitoring of program implementation activities.

Use t to diagnose,school problems.

Us prompt discussions of important issues.

Usd it to determine where program assistance is needed.

Use it to determine where staff development is needed.

Use it to determine where changes are needed in the way the
planned program is translated into action.

I-4



CHAPTER II 4

CONDUCTING THE ASSESSMENT

This chapter tells you how to conduct the assessment of the program.
It is addressed to everyone at the school who will be involved in some way
in formal and informal assessment. Because the goal of this assessment
process is to reach conclusions about the school as a whole, individual
staff members who want touse this chapter to help them assess their own
activity will have to adapt it to their unique situations. After using
the process described in this chapter, you will be ready to prepare the
assessment report explained in Chapter III.

Overview of the Assessment Process

The assessment process is described in the following order:

- Student Outcomes

- Assessing School Planning and Evaluation

- The Effects of Instruction on Student Learning.

- Tke Effects of Support on Instruction-

- Translating the Planned Program into"Action

In actual practice, however, it is important that reviewers adjust'this
sequence to suit the particular circumstances of their investigation. For
example, when looking at the effects of instruction on students, reviewers
should take opportunities that arise to ask the teacher about his or her
involvement in staff development; in planning and evaluation, Atc.
Also, when discussing staff development with teachers, ask them for
examples of where its effect on students can be seen.

Although each section addresses a particular layer of activities in
the school program, the emphasis in the assessment process is on discover-

. ing the impact of one layer on another; for example, the effect of support
on instruction. To get a picture of how effective your school is, you
will eventually have to complete your assessment in two directions:

1. Working from what is-happening to the individual student, to the
instructioff provide&.by adults, then to the support system for in-
struction, then to the translation of the planned program into ac-
tion, and finally to hbw the program was planned and assessed

2. Working from the planned program to the translation activities
and thersupport system for instruction, to the instruction pro-
.vided,And finally to what is happening to the individual student

II-1 10
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practice, you will be going back and forth in both directions An
you gather information to form a stable picture of the flow of events seen
from both directions. The information you gather through this process
and the pictures.you'form will b the basis for preparing the assessment
report explained in Chapter Ill of this handbook.

ASSESSING SCHOOL PLANNING AND EVALUATION

,A

..Preparing to Assess Planning and Evaluation

To assess the planning and evaluation activities at the scho ol, re-
view what has been planned, both formally and informally, and during annual
planning and ongoing planning throughout the year. Although the planning
and evaluation you are assessing includes more than what is written, .begin
by reading the entire school plan. This reading provides information nec-
essary to begin building a picture. of formal and informal planning and
evaluation at the school and helps you formulate strategies and questions
for further investigation.

Specifically, reading the plan
helps you:

- Build a sense of the
student population at
the school: for exam-
ple, the percentage
of LES/NES students
and/or Title I/EDY
students.

- a sense of
student needs.

- Build a sense of
the expectations for
studi.nt perfotmance.

v

ILINNING AND rvAUV

- Build a picture of the planned program, that is, what you can
expect to see.

Identify the objectives in the plan.

Identify the activities in the plan necessary for attaining the
objectives.

- Decide whether you understand what the agreements are that are
recorded in the plan.

- Identify the questions.you will need to, ask in order to better
understand the agreements.

11-2
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The initial picture you build will nerd to be validated by using
information from other sources. Other importan4 documents that should
be reviewed are:

.California Aals4ament Program (CAP) reports. These contain data
on student achihvement in reading and on the demographic compo-
sition of the school.

District Master Plan. This will give you:

(0 Knowledge'of the relationship between district support strat-
egies and the school plan

(2) Knowledge of the local board policies that affect the 'school
plan

(3) The district criteria for approving school plans

School level documents

.Minutes' of school site council or advisory committee meeting's;
reports, charts, or records used in monitoring plan development
and ongoing planning and evaluation.

Evalgation results
7

Review district evaluation reports, school or program reports,
and needs assessment dat'a.

Other district documents

'Seek out other documents that will `help put the plan into per-
spective, such as district test g program reports, district

iproficency standards, district 1urriculum frameworks.
.. ,..

previous state program review reports

Read these to see whethei or not previous program review recom-
mendations have been incorporated into:current plans.

After having read the plan and other documents, prepare a strategy
for investigating and further validating what you have already learned
or know about the formal and informal planning and evaluation process in
the school.

In order to build a complete picture for judging planning and
evaluation, investigation strategies include the folldwing:

Determiliing who you will want to interview about their under-
standings of the.agreements on what is planned so you can judge
the level of agreement

to

For example: principal; rembers of the school site council
and advisory committee(01 others involved in planning such
as teachers,' aides, parents, -students, other school personnel



ti

IdeotifYing people to inter ew about their understanding of

their n"roles and iesponsib,.lities

For am le: principal; e-tb rs of the school site council
and advisory committee(s); oth s involved in carrying out.
Planned activities such as teacher9,2eides, students, other
school personnel

Identifying what needs to be at..the
translated into action

,

)

s? hool or piens to be

For example: How much time was allocated to the activities;

;. _who assignedstaff- to the activities; who was\responsibl;e for

4 **each activity?

identifying 'what issues to look for in. ongoing pl.nning and evalu
ation and who to interview about the ongoing .planning processes

,
.

'identifying the divisionsof the program you will have to observe
and any. parts of the school not mentioned in the plan that you
wil have to observe'in order to build. a complete picture

.Ide tifying some of the areas of the program in'which.you are
most likely to. find impact of planning and evaluation

P*

The reading of the school plan will have. provided much of the'infor-
.macron necessary:to develop-these strategieST'InterViewS and observations

provide informaeionfor refining your investigation strategies and for
learning about the ongoing planning and evaluation actiNaties' at the
school They also help to validate and improve your initial picture of

planning and evaluation. Areas to investigate through interview and.6b.r
nervation and various facets of quality and opportunities. for improvement

are listed below.

Areas.to Investigate

How those involved ,in
planning were prepared
to.be planners

The level of understand-
ing of planners and oth
ers at the school about
how they will goabout
improving the program

How planners gather and
process information
%about what "i's happenink.
in the planned program.
How evaluation Supports
ongoing planning.

II
. -

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

How were the skills needed for planning iden-
,

tified? How werec- the planners trained in
those skills?

Do all people involved in the .areas of the
,

'-program that have been planne for understand
what 'is to happen and why and what their roles_
and responSibilities are?

What provisions have been made for,monitoring
what is happening?

How was-it decided which parts of the prograt
to.monitor?

.13 r.
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Areas to Investigate

4

O

How information about
how .the program is work-
ing i s evaluated* and' how
it is used to modify
plans; how ongoing plan-
ning is used to improve
the planned program

Informal planning and
evaluation activities

b.

I

District-and other
resources used in plhn-
ning and evaluation

Title-15On allotted for
planning and evaluation'

Annual evaluation

How
who

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

are these provisions being carried Out and
is involved?

-What evaluation procedures are being used?
,

How are decisions to modify the'plan made?

Who is involved in deciSion making?
4

Have the resulting modifications been effective,
in hringiiig about program improvement?

Is there time and support for lesson plans?

Are informal discussions of problems, solutions;,
and opportunities encdUraged and used?

Is inforMal planting-and evaluation found
schoolwide, or is it limited to certain people
or curricula areas?

What relationsh4 is there between the strate-
gies to assist schools as stated in the dis-
lride master plan and the district resources
that have been used in planning and evaluation?

When do the planning and evaluation activities
take place: after school, on release time, dur-
ing staff development time, etc.?- When does
ongoing planning occur? Who allocates time
and resources?

Who, is respontibIe
evaluation?

f6r conducting the annual.

What resources external to the school are.
-employed?

,

How did the last evaluhtion relate to the
original evaluation design?

Hgw are the results used to modify and improve
plans?

41 f



-- The school' plan and other ithportant docvtepts which describe and
frame the school program-Serve as your guide i;reviewing the guaiity of
the school program andin the identilicatisn of.opportunities for improve
ment While- you will review the prograM using the divisions the school
has selected in .planding an improved program fpr students, including an-
ticipatedstuderit outcomes and activities pr approaches to achieving such
outcomes, your assessment will include alL that is happening within each
diVision. The revi /wer is notlimiteceto what has been stated in the
school plan,, since a writph plan cannot,' nor should it, include 411 that
is happening or will happen for students' within' each division of the program.

4 .

In using
i
e following sec.tion, "The Effect of Instruction on Studeilt

Learning," yo will be gathering information about how student's are learn-
ing and what/they are learnini in each of th4(planned curricular divisions'

. .

of the program.
..

J

; a

-
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THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION DN STUDENT LEARNING.'

This section is written for thosewho review the,instruction. of,stu-
clents: school site council/advisory committed megbers, other school and,
district staff, and external reviewers, including other district person-
nel in a consoitium for program review and State Depattpent of Education.
representatives., School personnel and councilicomMitteeftmembera will be

'able to coliduct a more in-depth review than external reviewers, given
greater-flexibilitApf time, but all areas addressed in'-phis Section of
the manual will be cOnsideied byl external as well as internAl (schodl)
reviewers.

\v,

To assess- the effects of instruction on students, it is necessary to
develop a picture of what students do,throughout the day-7whit,tAey ldarn
and how they.learn. The picture you develop is of'all studeflts in the
participating classrooms of the school, including Students with excep-
tional needs the talegted and 'gifted, the limited- and non-English-
speaking (LES/NES), and the educationally' disadvantaged students. ,To :make

1. this assessment, observe students primarily in their classrooms,but also 11.

observe 'them in other settings of hie school, such as on the, playground,
during lunch, in the library and other special centers in order to
complete the picture of What students do. I.

The what student's, learn
involves isaulsof curriculum--
completeness of content, iden-
tifidation-of skills and con-
cepts to be taught and learned
in the Sublebt matter areas
identified in the school, plan;
range and depth of subject matter
areas to match the' mange of stu
dent needs; capabilities and
educational interests; .theexis-
tence of standards and expecte-
tioris; and so forth. 'For pur-

'poses of your assessment, cur-
rictilum is defined as the skills
and concepts in the instruction.
.tharrstudents -actually experience'

o

at school rather than as the
school's or district's course,ot
study from which teachers select
areas for-their instrudtional.
program.

The how students 'learn involves instructional issues, such as
(1) responsiveness'to individual student needs, strengths., interests, and
ways of learning the activities in which studentsare'engaged (including
materials, instructional methods, grouping, etc.); (2) use of time for
.activities; (3)extension of learning; (4) opportunities to apply skills
and knowledge learned in one area of the curriculum to other areas; and
(5) eivironment in which learning takes place.



In khdi- out how Stud 'ents lwn, focus directly on what students
aredoi ra er than just clooking 4 how the'adules make such-oppor-
tunitie po sihlg In this aspect of the rev.ew, you are looking for
eviden e o how tnstruction affeCts gtudents--its impact on pieir learn-
inging an l a velopment. Determining what adults do to make learning happen
is use. o test ind verify your understanding of what studentg do 'all

,
,

day._ owever, remember that the purposeof school improvement.is to
impro e the academic, social, and personal development of.students, and
ult (lately yOu Must make a judgment about how well the program is doing

ents firstThuS,7begin. your invest gations of the instruction of stu
h what the. students do:

i

Determining Ohatiadults do to make learning happen involves
same issues examined in "how students learn" but as seen from "t
adult'sperspectikie: iIn finding out what adults do, you will b
at classroom organization and management, curriculum development
the staff defines and] delivers the instructional, program.

1

Using This Section of the Handbook

To 4' sist you in conducting-an assessment of how studente le rrt; what
theyNlea , and what adults do to make learning hopper}, this sect on of
the hand ok provides the following: % 1.

V CI

the
e

looking
, and.how,

1. Guitance for gathering facts alout what is happening and

4
a what and how students are leargIng to enable,you to''form

initial picture of thd.instructional program, including
questions you will need to answer

Assistance for making judgments about the effects of the-
,

program on students

kn

3. Descriptions of aspects of program which have beneficial or
negative effects on students in order to assist y,,,o u in
assessing the effect of instruction on students

As you.use this material please note the following suggestions:

1. You Should Make choices about which. questions to pursue
when.and how. In so doing, allow the actual structure of

cthe lassroomthe activities in which students are engaged
at the momentto guide you. Follow the,clueS as they

.presedt tnemselves; do not try to5 pursue all.questions to
the.same depth in all classrooms for all students and /or
teaching) Staff.

./ I\
2. Your ultiMate purpose is tcc.judge the effectiveness of "what

is" as it'produces benefits for students. Do not use the '
questias,as checklists or as _lists of events whose existence
you =aft verify,

3. Although this section of the handbook p sents the assessment
bf instruction in a step-by7step fashion, an actual assess-
ment.dodh nbt. have to be conducted.inithe Ame sequence. As

much as pogSible, pursue answers to questions simultaneously.

/A



'hat is; while observing, formulate answers to several
qt.istions at the same time. The'interrelatkonships among
the answers is often more important than verification that
isolated events dre occurring.,

4

4. First form a cledr.picture of what-is; then judge effective-
ness. Do.not make a judgment,aboutthe effects of instruction
on students until youjhave gathered all the cts; that is,
until your picture of what is happening-is Aplete. Pre-
mature,judgments about effectivenesOLcan seriously distort .

both your further investigatiqd and your conclusions.
..4.

Initial Observatioh and Orientation to the Classroom

Each classroom viait should -be structured to make the most of the
time available. When you enter a classroom, take d minute or two to look
at its overall organization: what the students are doing; what adults in
the classroom are doing; how many different activities are going on; what
those activities are; how many students'are engaged in each activity;, how
many and which students in each activity appear to be attentive to the
task; how many students are not engaged in any direct educational activ-

ity.. Note the environment of the classroom: how physical space is used;
, ,

the general.tone and atmosphere; how students are.interacteilg with leach
other and with the adults in the classroom;. what factors with in the
classroom might promote or inhibit learning-such as the amount of noise,

\

.

the arrangement of the classroom, the accejsibility of material, and so
forth'

..,.

Walking about the classroom, °bail-ye what the studenis are doing,

haw they are doing it, and what they,are using to do it. Things to note'
for guiding further questions and observations: are: if a variety of .

ities are going on; if students are learnink the same skills or concepts
in different ways or if they are applying skills or conceptf; if student
grouping is based on the skills or concepts being learned; if all activ-
iti4i employ the same way of learning (e.g., paper, and pencil, manipu-
Jatives); if students appear to be understanding their assignments and

' how to do. them; if the incorrect student.respons,g, are being corrected;
if the materials in language(Aother 'than English, are available for
LES/NES itudents; if studente are actively or passively engaged in the
various activities and how the students Perceive their daily schedule.

In making these observations, you are forming an initial picture of
what.students do in the classroom. It is important to refrain from
making judgments about the effectivenessof the program from this initial
picture; it is far too early to do so. Instead, consider these observa-
tions as piecemeal,and impressionistic only -- requiring substantiation and
Corroboration during a more in-depth look. The chief value of the
information gathered during this initial look at what students do is go

generate' clues to spark and guide further investigation of the instruc-
tion of students. What clues do you now have about what studentsslearn
and how they learn as .a result of putting.together your initial picture

of; the classroom?



.How td Look for Evidence of the Effect of Instruction on Students
4

N Any assessment of the effect of instruction on students must be
strongly grounded in the facts of what students do through the day, so an N
in-depth look at a few students is necessary. Using clues gathered when
putting together your initial picture, s.elect,a few students for in-depth
study, including one or more with special. 'needs such as educationally
disadvantaged, gifted And-talented, and LES/NES students. Make yout sam-
ple as. representative thethe class as possible. Once you have a clear,
picture of what these students do and the effect.of the' instructional pro-
gram on them, you can use it to'help you in generalizint about the`school-
day for other students'inthe classroom, testing and!verifying your im-
pression's as needed. Of course, you wilt include some observation and
interaction with other students as well..

As you proceed with your task of trying.to-form a picture of what
students do, it is helpful to place the facts as you gather them into a
framework. The basic framework is how these students' day is organized,
how today fits' in with the past several weeks, and how these. weeks-fit
into the year. Findwout what group or ' groups the students work with,
which adults workiwith them. and how, and how much of each student's time
seems t,o be engaged in assigned activities.

. .

Are the students you selected for in-depth study working alone
or with a group? If in a gi-oup,-is the group working'indepen-
dently, with the teacher, aide, volunteer parent, another
'student? .

- What are the students in the groups doing--receiving instruc-
tion; pr.-r.sctiting newly acquired skills; applying skills;
discussifig concepts; teaching each other; acquiring informa-
tion ,independently; synthesizing and evaluating information;
waiting; playing; watching;, causing a disturbance; attending
to an unrelated task?

How much of each student's time is spent actually engaged in,
assigned activity?

- How much of the time in the groups.is the student receiving the
direct attention of the teacher? Is the teacher's attention
for-instruction, for personal reinforcement, for maintaining
discipline in the group, etc.

- How much of the time is the student receiving direct attention
from the other adults (aides, 'volunteers)? Is this attention
for instruction, for personal reinforcement, for maintaining
discipline, etc.?

- Who is instructing, the LES/NES students?

- -Are LES/NES students being instructed-or tutored in a language-
.

.other than English?

- How do the students move-from one group or one activity to
anot er?..

11710,



1.-Does' the size of the group, vary appropriately; e.g., individual
.activity, small group, large group, total class?,

oes the group'stay together or do the students.join other,
°coups?

-,gro the students complete q14 activity they areiworking on
larfore they begin a pew activity? How quickly da students
ffettie into the new activity!

V Talk to each of.the selected students tolearn how they perceive
the otganization of their days at,school. Ask such questions as:

- What are you doing?. Who told you to do it?

What happens if you do it wrong? How do you know?

- 'What do you do if you need help?

What will yOu do when ydu are-finished with this?' With whom
will you work?

What will you be din today?

Ale some of your work from last week. Wh9t did you do?

To complete your picture of how the student's day is organized,
you egcnIld ask the teacher (and aides) .about "what the student's daily.

_

and weekly schedule is, how, students are assigned to specific, activi-
'ties and why, how LES/NES students are'grouped, who they normally work
with', haw, the primary language is used, 'ow the teacher's time and -the'
time of ,other adults is used, how Title I/EDY participants are served,
and so forth. Make mental notes of the questiond you need to ask the
teacher as you proceed. with your observation of students. Remember to
concentrate on what students do by observing and reviewing student work
and records;,and talking.with students before concentrating on what
adults,do to make learning happen; however, you will have to go back."
and fotth between -students and adults to complete your 'picture.

Looking at:How Studenti Learin

This section is a guide for fOcusingjthe assessment or judging
the quality and effectiveness` of how students Learn and for identify-
ing opportunities for improving how students Yearn.

While developing a picture A what students do, ask yourself what
effect such activities seem to have, on hOw students learn. Watch the
students at work, talk to them about what they are doing, and check
their previous work and available records of 'their progress. A-

It"

.A.TA
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Areas to Investigate

2, Activities the students
-are engaged in

...:Facets of Qua4ty
and-Opportunities Or Improvement

4,16

Does it appear that the activities match
what you have leaimed from observing the
student and from talking to him or her and
reviewing his or her work?

Are studedts working on the same skill but
using different materials or activities
in response to their differe4 ways of,
learning?

<+1

Are the teaching methods varied according
to the needs'aed strengths of the students?
According to their interests and ways

i
of

learning?

,Do students and staff express particular
concern for achievement?

Do the students understand
do, how to do it, and why?
relate what they are doing
have done or will do?

what they are to '

Can students
to. what they

01:11

airethe LES/NES students understood what
the activity is about and wicket they are to
do? Do they receive -

instruction in their
primary language in an- educationally
supportive manner?

Are Title I/EDY students inyo1ved in
compensatory activities designed to meet
their needs?

Can the teacher or aide explain the pur-
pose of the activities and how they relate"
to the needs, interests, strengths and
learning atylps of particular sple
students ?`' Can the teacher explain the
context of the activities'inlarger time
frames.: the last few weeks and the .plan
for the year?

2 1.
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Areas to Investigate'

Aaterials students are
using
ti

What happens when the
student .finishes an
activity

How activities and
materiels relate to
the curriculum con-
tent that students
are learning

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

Do they seem to fit into the pdrpose of the
activity? Are the students using them for the
purpose intended?

Do they appear to match' the student's needs,
interests, and ways of learning? Does the
student ;teem to be comfortabre, confident or
unepsy, puzzled with the materials he or she
is using? Are there a variety of materials
used in teaching the same skill? Are}he
Materials used by the student in your sample
appropriate to what you have learned of their
needs, interests, and ways of ldhrning?

Are materials available in the primarylan-
guage of LES/NES students? Are the-English
language materials appropriate to.the Eriglish
language abilitie2 of the LES/NES students?
Are English-as-a-lecg44-linguage (ESL) mate-
rials available nd appropriate?

Are extra materials for Title I DY students
appropriapelto their needs and .their base
program? .

Ask the students who gill look at their work
and when. What happens if it iscrt done
correctly?

Does the way in which the students find out
about their work reinforce their learning and
motivate them to go on? How timely is the
correction of student work? Is there reteach-
ing when a student's work indicates the need?..
Does the reteaching include alternative
methodS-and materials?

Will the student learn the curriculum content
the teacher intends for him or her to learn by
doing the_assigned activities and usingsthe
assigned materials ? ;.

Consider the appropriateness of activities and
materials to what you know of the student's
capabilities--do the activities and materials
challenge the-student? Are they too easy or
are they at a level of difficulty beyond the
capabilities of the student?



)

/f, after observing the students at work and talking to
them about that work, the evidence you have lounsl suggests
that the effect of the instructional program on students
is not as'beneficial as it should tie, then continue your .'
investigation. NLook at how students are assessed in
order to determine what they know, need to khow, and how
t hey learn best. Look at how assessment infbrmation it
used in determining what Ole students strun14 do and how he
should .do it. You will also need to look' ai\what students
are learning and the enviroh-lient in which leathing takes
place. Use clues :you already have to decide which area you
should examine next and to what\detprf. A discuspion of
what to look for regarding student assessment and learning
environment follows.

./

A Reminder: These discussions are to be useI "as aresource;.
they need not be,used in sequential order.

Assessment and Use of Informatioq Aebut How Students Are Learning

To determine how students are.assessed, what
your

assessTynt is,
and how it is used to yplan instruction, continue our investikation both

,..

from the perspective of the student as outlined pnd from the perspective
of what adult's do to make learning happen. (You may want to turn to
pages 19-21 of Chapter II). Student assessment includes both initial
and ongoing Assessment; it is what the teacher and other adults,working
with the student know about the,student and ultimately how that knowl-
edge is..used to make, instruction responsive to the student's needs,
strengths, interests, and ways of learning.

Fatets of Quality
Observation Areas and. Opportunities for Improvement

Kinds Of information Is information collected about the academic
collected progress of students in all subject areas,

including information on student needs,
strengths, educational interests, and ways
of learning?

Is information collected about personal and-
social development, including student self-
esteem, personal interests, personal re-
sponsibility, esteem for others, social
responsibility, cultural awareness, and so
forth?

HOw inforMation is Is information collected by testing, using
tollected in academic norm-referenced and/or criterion-referenced
areas tests; by language proficj.enOtests in En-

glish and the primary language_of LES /NE,S
. students; by observation; by,analysis of stu-
dent's work; by interacting with the student?

II-14
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Areas to Investigate h.

How information is
con4lected for personal
a social development

The initial assessment

i.

The ongoing assessment

How information is
shared among those
adults who work with
the students

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement.

Is information collected by.obs ervation; by
anecedotal records; by conferences with par-
ents, aides, and other. teachers; by interacting
with the students?

If the initial assessment is made by other
than the classroom } teacher; how does the
assessment ieformat'1 on become part of the
teacher's working knowledge of the students?

Do teachers, aides,- other teaching personnel,
aft42atudents conduct ongoing ,assessment?

N,
,D0w-the,ttudents participate directly in their
own assessment?

To gather this information:

How do the teacher and aide share informs- -

tion? How is assessment information trans-
mitted between classroom teachers and
specialist Teachers? Lr

What kind of information is shared?

Look at records of student progress--day-to-day, week-to-week,
whenever a certain skill or concept is mastered or however such
records are kept. Look, also, at copies of periodic surveys,
observational notes, and directions or notes from teacher to

,aide, from teachers to students, or between specialist teachers
and teacher.

JO
- Consider the timeliness of the assessment information that is

collected.
0 .0

Talk to the teacher about his or her assessment procedures.
Find'out to what degree the procedures that you have observed
with your sample of students apply to all students in the
classroom.



o
Remember that you may not see direct evidence of assessment of stu-

dent strengths,.interest's, learning styles or esteem for self and others.
Thereae, when you are observing to see how assessment information is
used in Raking instruction responsive to students, look for indications
that thesq'assessments have actually been made; such as the variety of
materials used by students to learn the same skill or concept, different
methods of teaching the same skill or concept to individual students,,
notes or diFections from the teacher to other adults working with indi-
vidual students. Equally important to assessing how students are learning
is how that inforlmation is usedr\Nfind out by observing the students and
their work and by talking to the teacher and the other adults in the 'N

cAssroom.

Ares to Investigate

How student assessment
was used to ifs.tablish
initial instructional
groups.

How continuing assess,-
ment information is used
-for student placemen
within instructional
groups .

Facets of Quality
and-Opportunities for Improvement

-What information was used to establish in-
structional groups? Student achievement in a
particular subject area such as reading? Was
other assessment information used, such as
%personal and/or social needs or strengths?

What continuing assessment information is used?
.Student progress as indicated by criterion-
referenced tests? Student's daily work? Ob-
servation and analysis of student needs and
strengths? Student interests and ways of
learning?

How responsive are grouping practices to the
student's changing needs?



Areas to Investigate

How the instruction of
students relatei to
continuing assessment
information

1'

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

How is-the student's daily work related to what
that student has yet to learn--already knows?
How is it related to his or her interests and-
strengths? How is it related to the ways he or
she learns best? Consider the materials being
used, the kind of activity the student is en-
gaged in and the instructional method being
used.

HOw-do the ways in which the teacher and
other adults work wilh the student indicate
their knowledge of the student's educational
interests and ways of learning?

How do the ways in which students and adults
work with each other, separately and together,
enhance student self-esteem, cultural aware-
ness, esteem for others, and personal and
social responsibility of the students?

Remember that in finding answers to these questions, you first ob-
serve the students at work and their work; then you talk to the teacher
and others working with students in order to complete your picture of
student assessment processes.

Looking at What Stu4entg Learn

After observing the students at work and talking to theraabout their
work, you halle stme idea of the effect of instruction on the students. .

But in order to develop a more complete picture of instruction, look at
the curriculum as it exists for the student, its dept, and range, and find
out how the decisions are made about what the studentwill learn and how
he or she will Learn it (what tjyities, materials, and, teaching methods
will be used).

40.

Begin by looking at the part of the curriculum the student is working
on during your observation in the classroom. Your review Of the student's
past work in that subject area (reading, science,'social studies,-including
multicultural education, and so forth as described in the school plan) will
give you clues as to what skills and/or knowledge of that subject matter
area have been covered. Your review of the classroom materials and iden-
tified skills and concepts to be learned will give clues ad to what will be
covered. \, Try to determine if the subject matter area to- be covered is
complete--that is, if the planned curriculum provides for the student to
learn all the Major skills and/or knowledge of that subject (e.g., if the
reading program includes comprehension as well as wort attack skills).
Also, look_to see if that area of'subject matter is broad enough in scope
to be appropriate for all the students in your sample and for all the
students in the classroom. For'example, does the classroom reading pro-
gram extend:far enough for the talented readers in the class to benefit
from instruction? As a reference for assessing the completeness of the
curriculum, use the curriculum frameworks available from the State.Depart-
ment of Education, P.O. Box 271, Sacramento, CA 95802.

11-17
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Although your look at the curriculum will begin with where the stu=
, dents have been wdrking, it islimportant to develop a sense of:the com

pleteness and scope bf other subject matter areas of the.cUrritulum that
have been included,in the school plan. or a more complete picture of
the curriculumtalk to theteacher, uai g 'Your observations ofe.the
materials within the classroom and your discussions with the students peg

as a guide to finding out what

I

4 Areas to Investigate

Providing for continuous
prpgress through the ,

completeness, range, and
depth of the curriculum

How the curriculum
is defined

curriculum the 'students 'receive.

Facets,of Quality
and Opportunities for amproliem4.nt 4

Does the curriculum include allz,othe major areas,
of skill and knoWledge'to be learntd for the
subject matter the students are engaged in?
example, does mathematics includE'instruction
in word problems as well as Amputation? AV

Is the range of the skills.and' knowledge to be
learned sufficient..for the needs of the stU
dents? Revidw the'learning framework for each
curriculum area under ieviev (the continuum
and/or books and other learning materials being
usdd) and consider, the needs and Ailities of
the students in your sample as well as the
students in general.

40

Does the (curriculum include instruction in the
essential skills concepts as well as provide
for experiences which bfing together the
various separate skills and concepts?

Ars'there alternative curriculum activities for
students. who have difficulty mastering skills
and concepts on the ,first attempt? or. for

students' varying ways of learning?

What are the curriculum opportunities,. for
.students with special needs--educationally
disadvantaged, LES/NES, gifted?

Have the.skills and concepts to be learned been
:identified? Is the daily instruction-of the
students based on teaching these identified
'skills and concepts?

Have standards and expectations for student
performance 'been established? Are they 4cnown
to the students? Are the standards and expec
tations appropriate for the students? Are they
maintained?

Is there an emphasis on achievement?



Areas to Investigate

How the curriculum
is coordinated and
articulated among
teachers'

TA.

Facets;of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

How is the curriculum articulated between
grade- levels so as to enable continuous
progres% for all students?

Hckdo the classroom teachers and resource
or specialist teachers work together to .

ensure continuity of leatning,f6i students?
Consiger those students who leave the
regular classtdom Program for special
instruction (Title I/EDY, LES/NES, etc.).

.Consider also the activities in the ctIrriCulum which provide-forr,
the development of oritical thinking skills and independent,iudgement.
Are there also planfled activities ,for the developmelt of social and
personal skills? Are all 5,tudents included? How are the skills -and
concepts to be taught (he various curriculum areas Integrated? For
example, are there activities 'wAskch are designed to teach Multicultural
educationconcepts and'develop reading skills at the same time?

.,-

By combining your understanding of the. scope of'd4priculum areas
.provided for in 'the school l-plin with the understandingpf how the
students' (ilayfazrweek is lefesnized, you can develop a' picture of how
the subject utter areas-Of the:curriculursare combine&together in
the instruction of students and which areas seem to have:been given
priority. If it appears that one or two areas have beeneMphasized
More than .othei-s, ask the eacher(s) why.. Use what y8u kilow of-stu-'
dent outcomes in the school to match what-you know of the-instrUction
the student receives to past student performance.

t

Learning Environment

'To find out how the learning environment affects the'studentsi
observe the classroom in operation; then talk to the students. Find
out how responsible they feel fdr their behavior and for the behavior
of others; who sets the standards of behavior;Swhat they think about
the.physical'arrangement of the classroom and the sohool;, and how they
work together--cooperatively; argumentatively, enthusiastically, antag-
onisticallyand how they work separately. How accepting do 'Students
appear to be'of skill or talent differences, of physical differences such
as size or sex, of' cultural dilfefences?

23
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Areas' to Ilteitisate

How the groups at ,the
school (students snd
adults), interact

the school supports

fi
itydents

How, responsible the stu-
dents are.for-their
actions and the actions
of others

How the physical space
of,the classroom is
arranged

Facets of QuarItY
and Opportunities for-Improvement

How At the adults worktOgether?. How support-''
ive of each other are they? What kind of ex-
ample are.adults setting for students in their
behavior? How)do the students work together?
Observe them in the classrooms,, in the hallways
and other areas of the school plant. Observe
them on .the playgroudd. HOW understanding and
accepting of each other are the students? Con-
eider students with different languages and/or
cultures.

How understanding and accepting of the students.
are the adults?

//'
Consider the safety of the students at the
school and the attractiveness and cleanliness
of the physical plant.

How do the adults at the school, including
secretarial, janitorial, fopd services,and
other supportive staff interrelate with the
students?

How do the administrators at the school
interrelate with the students?

Do studedts complete their work assignments
and classroom responsibilities on their own?
po they assist each other in getting group
assignments completed? How are the standards
of behavior determined within the classroom and
outside the classroom? Who enforces them? How
equitably are they enforced?

How conducive is the physical setting to learn-
ing? Consider orderliness, cleanliness, venti-
lation; accessibility' of materials and supplies,
use of space, and display's on the. walls of the
classroom.

II -20
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Does the classroom environment reinforce,the learning goals for stu-
dents? For example, a goal for multicultural education is to level -op in
each student understanding of ,and respect for his or her own' and other
cultures. Yet, in your observation of the classroom, you see several in-
stances of differential treatment by the adults in the classroom of the
students of the different cultural groups. Another goal-is to develop
each student's self-esteem. Yet, you observe that the work of some stu-

. dent's does not appear to be valued by the adults, that some students
are belittled by both the adults and the students. lc either instance
you could conclude that the ,classroom environment does not promote the
achievement of'student goals as effectiVel'y as it could. .

'In addition to observing,the,classroom environment and talking with
.youou will need to talk to the teacher to find out how he or she

works to promote mutual respect and understanding among all people "within ,

the classroom and how she or he works to enhance the personal and"social
development of each student. By,combining yourobsetvations of and dis-
cussions with students with knowledge of what the teacher has done or
is doing in creating the classroom environment, you. can form a fairly
complete picture of the effect of the environment on the students.,

What Adults Do to Make Learning Happen

To complete your 'Pitture.of the classroom and to verify your hypoth-
eses about how and why it came.to be what it.is, find out what" adults do.
To.do so, talk with and observe.the teacher, aide, and other adult volun-
teers. When talking- withthe adults,',you should establish two points:of.
view: .(1).theit 'perception of how the. classroom actually operAtes;and
(T) their perception of the kind' of operation the adults are, striving"'
toward. Both perceptioMPaage important: a.description of how. the
roodiactualry operates is vecessary to Your assessment of effects of
classroom instruction on students;. a. description of what the adults'are
striving toward'is imporfant.to an overall look"4t the program and assess-
ment of such aspects of the program as staff devell4REent, impact of
planning and evaluation, etc.

Areas to Investigate

How the adults organize
the classroom over time
and why it is so orga-
nized (i.e.', not just
for the period of the
review, but how it is
typically organized
over aspa-n of weeks)

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement.

How does the teacher" decide with whom the
student will work (teacher,.aide, volunteer,
peers)? Consider how decisions are made,-about
who works with educationally disadvantaged,
LES/NES, talented and,gifted, and ,students
with excepvional needs.

0
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Areas to Investigate

How groups are
established

How theclassroom
schedule-is determined

Facets of Quality
and Q ortunities for Improvement

Are decisions based on tasks and concepts pr
skit s to e taught? Op personal, social,
acade is ne ds and strengths, and language
ablit'es o the students? On the capabiliT
tie o the adult(s) who will work with the
students?

How flexible ii the grouping?

How are LES/NES, Title I/EDY, gifted
students, etc., grouped for instruction?

How is current assessment information used in
-

'their grouping?

Do students
4
have the opportunity to work

with many other students or just those at
their skill level?

Are decisions based on the task, skill, or
concept to be taught? Ow personal, 'social,'
academic needs and strengths; and language
abilities of the student0 *

k. -

Does the schedule,provide adequate time
for lessons (complete introduction and
sufficient exploration/practice in order
to maximize retention)?

Does the schedule provide adequate time for
completion, of the assigned task?

What curriculum pririties does the schediAle-
reflect? Is theme adequate time:for other
areas; e.g., fine, arts, social studies,
science, etc., as well as basic skills? fs
time, allowed for personal and social develop-
ment activities? Is time snowed for English-
as-a-second-language and/or primary language
instruction?

How does the teacher make decisions about
how/what'aCtivities should be extended
outside the classroom?
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Areas to Investigate

Use of adult time

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for. Improvement

How; does the" teacher use his or her time? In

direct'instruction with students, in Panned
lessons, in response to student requests for
help, in-planning for instruction, in directing
the students, in directing other adults, aides,
volunteers?

How do the aides )he their time? In working
with students individually and in groups, in
preparing materials, in recordkeeping? Does
the aide plan with the teacher?

How does the teachet ensure that the time stu-
dents are engaged itf learning activities is
sufficient to learn what is to be learned?

Do specific groups, such as LES/NES, Title I/
EDY, gifted, tend to receive most attention
from either the teachevor the aide?

How are teachers involved inPplayground, lunch
period, extracurricular student activities,, and
so forth? Who decides?,

How student learning How does the teacher decide what student
act4vities are directed activities will be assigned?

r ,

How are decisions made'aboqt what materials
students will user' Who makes them?

Are the decisions base on knowledge of what
the student has lear d and needs to learn next
oE the identified ski Is and concepts? _

For LES/NES studetit are decisions also based
on consultations w' the student and his or-
her parent or gua Ian?

If homework,is assigned, is it for all .students
or some students? How is information-about
homework fed.back to students? Is it timely?

By combining what you havelearned in answer to these questipns with

what you have learned abou how and what students are learning, you will

have a fairly complete understanding of the effect of in4truction.on the
students in your sample, on the students within each claesroom,and oni17-7-
students Wall participating classrooms. You will also have a faiA, com-
plete understanding of what adults have doneor are doing,and will have
identified areolof strength and Vey. areas to- build on.
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Aestiesing the Sffeof of the School Program, Including Excess Coat
rvices -far Zit/e I1 MT Students

In assessing the effect of excess cost services for students identi-
fied as Title I and/or EDY participants, you are looking specifically at
those services supported by Title I acid /or EDY Lunde. The services may be
provided/by people employed to provide extra aervites (e.g., instructional
aide, resource teacher, nurse's aide, community aide),, or. materials and
equipment purchased to provide alternative learning opportunities for the
identified students, or both. Review the .budget page of your school plan'
to determine the areas of the program in which, funds are being expended;
therlogiefor excess cost services in those areas.' Remember that the
pur selbkexcess coat services is to supplement the regular program in'
order to' compensate for the participants' low achieveMent levels and to
accelerate their progress.

Facets-of Quality
Areas toInvestigate . and.Opportunities for Improvement

i

Provision of excess ,How-are supplementary services provided in the
'cost services within--; clas9robm--by the teacher, by the aide?
the classroom

;g

Provision of. excess
cost. services out of
the classroom .

How does the aide work with the students--
reinforcing lessons, correcting- papers, test-
ing, helping individual stIdents,preparing
materials, etc.?

tyw do the teacher and aide plan together?-,

What materials are being used? Do they provide
alternative learning opportunities for the Stu-
'dents? Are they appropriate to the needs of
the students 'and to that which is to be lfitrned?-

What expec'tations do the teacher and the aide
have for the students' achievement?

When services for Title I/EDY students are pro-
vided out of the classroom in a reading labora-
tory or a resource center, for example, who de-
termines what those services will be, when they
will be provided, and for what period of time?

pow does the classroom teacher knclw what the
specialist teacher is providing?

0

-How do the classroom teacher and the,specialist'
.

teacher work together to provide continuous
progress for the students?

Do the classroom teacher and the spetialist
teacher believe that fhe students are making
extra progress because of the extra Services?
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Areas to Investigate

Provision of support
services

a+

/is

Fac ts of Quality
0 .ortun'ties for Im rovemtnt

What effects have the planned staff develop-
ment activities h d in preparing Title I/
EDY staff to meet the special needs of the
idegtified student:?

How have parent edu ation activities and par-
ent involvement in he classroom and school
oprogram increased p rents'linderStanding and
support of their chi dren's program? Talk to
the parents as well \s staff members such as
the comMunity aide, 'he parent volubteer

'coordinator, the scho 1 advi8ory committee.

How have health and guidance services been used
to mee the special needs of the title I/EDY
stud es? What effect\have they had?

How have the Title I /ED' resources of the disc
trict been used in supporting the school pro-
gram? What effect have they had in clarifying
for staff the purpose of Title I/EDY services
and in assisting and guiding the school staff
in planning, implementing, and evaluating
excess cost services for identified students?

Aseeeqing the Effect of the Bilingual
Program (AB 1329) on Student?

If your school receives funding for bilingual education (AB l329 or
AB 2284) pr if your school'has ten of more LES/NES students with the same
primary language in any grAde level (K-6) and receives:Title I and/or EDY
funding,,Use this part to assess the effect of the bilingual program on
students. The procedures to follow in assessing the. services in the bi-
lingual program are identical to the procedures outlined above for all
students receiving instruction: observe.the students at work; find out
hbw their day is organized; find out what they'areworkinivOn, what mate-
rials are being used, and hat is available. Talk to the students about
what they are doing.italk to the teacher and aide about .how they work
with the 'students; h they know what students knoW and need to learn in
both languages of the bilingual program; how instruction is provided in .

both languages and in what areas of the curriculum.



to Investi ate

are

How students are
instsucted

$1Y,41'0,,

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

What facility are students developing in
languages?

"--IV'.,,,,,* 4mfa_slicilLs.a e students developing in the
basic skills kreas and in multiculturil'idtYc
tion? (Review records of student progress,
Ask the student, the teacher". and the aide.)

or
.' 1

( How are the written triteria for" reading in
English being applied? How sufficient and
,how varied are the materials available in
the students' primary language? Are they
available in the basic skill Areas and in
multicultural education?

How complete has been the assessment of each
student's language and learning needs Xin both
languages)? '

How is the assessment kept current with each
student's growth?

How is time.allocaied fOr instruction of iead-
ing.in the primary language and for English as
a-second-language (ESL) instruction?

What variety of.teiching methods is used in ESj#instruction ?-

How are the cultural resources of the parent
community used in multicultural education?
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Observation, Areas

How the bilingual skills
of the teacher and/or
aide are utilized and
developed.

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

How are the bilingual skills of the teacher
and/or aide used in the instruction of
students?

What effect haVe the planned staff development
activities had in increasing the bilingual
education skills of the teacher and the aide?

Have the staff development activities been
based on the individual needs of the teacfiers
and aides-as well as on the needs,ot the
students?

Has the primary language Of the students been
used in staff development activities? Ask the
teachers and. the aides. Ask, also, the per
son responsible for bilingual education staff
development.

How effective dOes each of them believe the
staff development activities have been?

P 1
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION

- .

This section is designed to assist you in assessing the effect of
support activitiei,on the instructional program of the students. In

finding out hob/ support.activities affeCt instruction, you will be look-
ing at four areas of support: staff development, parent education and
involvement, health and guidance, and district-level support.

The information you need to make the assessment come from your
understanding of what has been planned in each of these areas, from what
you have oktekrved in the classrooms and the school,,and froi talking
with the teachers, aides; parents and volunteers, the support staff, the
prt incipal and other administrators, and Aistrict.office personnel.

The school plan, along with applicable sections. of the district
master, plan, tells you what is intended to happen; as you talk with the
various people at the school, you will learn what is happening, who is

sinvolved, what they are doing, how well they think it is working, and b

forth. Thus, you will develop a pic6re of the kinds of.support activ-
ities that are taking place. But, to assess how these activities are
affecting instruction, you will need
to combine youn knowledge of what is
intend d to happen with what you have
obse d in the classroom and the
echo 1. For example, from reading-
the Olen and from talking with parent
volunteers, you know that inservice
training sessions on techniques for
developing self-esteem have been
conducted for the parent volunteers.
In your observations in the class-
rooms, you"notice repeated instances

.

. ot parent volunteers giving positive . ,.

reinforcement as they work with the
'Student!. Your conclusion would be
that this staff development activity

i,;,
was effective; However, if at the
same time you observe that the ,--

parent are not adequately prepared
to carry ,ou t the academic activty
the teach rs have assigned them, you
would cone ude that the staff devel-
opment activities for parents are
incomplete and thus not as effective
as they should be

It iseriiical to remember that you are assessing the effect of sup-
.

pokt activities on instruction; you are not assessing parent involvement,
for example, as an isolated el nt of the school program. Nor are you
assessing district-level support as something apart from what is1happening



in the instruction of students. District support activities may appear to
be of high quality, but if they are not appropriate to the school program
in type, or timing, or.in quantity, they are not effectively supporting
the instruction of students.

aff Development

Before beginning to assess the effects of staff development on in-
struction, it will be helpful to find out what kinds of staff development
have been .offered and for whom. Review the school plan, identifying staff
development assessed needs and planned activities. Talk to the principal,
the program coordinator, or whoever is responsible for staff develoapent
to find out what is offered, who has participated, how it has been pre -
sented and by whom, what the intent was, and so forth. Verify and add to
this information by observing the adults at work with the students and by
talking to them about their staff development activities.

Note: adults who work with students should participate in
staff development activitiesparent and other volunteers,
instructional aides, classroom teachers, specialist
teachers, and other resource personnel, principal and
other administrators.

What kind of match do you see between the needs of the students and
the program as expresse the school plan and the staff development
activities that are being presented? Compare what is_ stated in the plan
with what is being offered. What kind of match do you see between the
needs of the students and.the program being implemented and the staff.
development activities being presented?

Use your classroom observation information to make this comparison.
Have the parents and other volunteers seemed well prepared to work with
students--does this seem to be the way it is throughout the classrooms you
observer Were the instructional aides you observed well prepared in
knOwledge of the lesson and understanding of how to reinforce or expand
the learning involved in the lesson?

Have you observed that the certificated staff are well prepared to
work within the cultural differences of their students? Are they well
piepared tomtit the needs. of LES/NES students, of gifted students, of
the educationally handicapped students in their classrooms, of educa-
tionally disadvantaged studepts? Are they well prepared to guide the
personal and social development of each student as well as to instruct
in the curriculum areas that they are teaching? In making.the comparison
between what.you have observed and the needs expressed inLthe plan, you
will be getting clues as to the extent to which the staff development as
implemented meets the needs of the students and the staff. Confirm these
clues by talking to the staff.

.10

If your observation of the adults at work with the students in each
classroom leads you to conclude that the staff does not seemrto be suffi-
ciently well prepared to meet th'e. needs of the students and the objectives
of the plan, find out Why.
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Areas to Investigate

How it- wAs decided td
War the kind of staff
da4elopment that
being offered

How effective the
0' adults think their

staff development
has been

\
Facets of Quality

and Opportunities for Improvement

How were the teachers and other certificated
staff involved in dbeiding what would be
offered end how it would be presented? How
were the skills and knowledge of the staff used
in staff development sessions? How were the
aides and parent/other volunteers involved in
designing their staff development? What role
did the principal play in deciding what would
be offered? Talk to each group about how its
members were involved.

Dg the adults think their needs are being met
through the planned activities? How frequently
are staff development activities presented?
Who presents staff development activities?
What opportunities does the staff have to try
out newly. learned techniques, materials, and/or
strategies in the classroom and to get feedback
on their use? What opportunities are there for
staff to talk together about what they are try-
ing to do and how it is working? What opportu-
nities does the staff have to adapt the new
techniques, miktpriala and strategies to their
students and tWeir. Method of teaching? What
changes have stiff made% in working with stu-
dents as a result of theyitaffdevelopment
activities? How have,the activities helped
the adults understand the program improvement
effortsand the roles and responsibilities'of
"each adult as well as others in carrying out
the plan?

How the staff develop- How do the various members of the staff eval-
ment activities are uate the effect of their training? How are

evaluated inistratiVe personnel involved in assessing
e effect of staff development activities?

How are staff development assessments used?
Are they used in modifying staff development
activities? How are administrative person-
nel involved in staff development at the
school site? Talk to staff, talk to the
principal, review, staff evaluation forms.

Talk to the support staff (librarian, nurse, speech and language
specialist, psychologist /counselor, etc.) to determine their understand-
ing of what is to be accomplished' and their role in accomplishing it; how
helpful have staff development activities been?

IFind out from sing to SSC members filikthey have been prepared
Ako fulfill their re 'bilities and how effective they believe that
preparation has been..
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Areas to- -In-vett ivt*

Resources used in
staff development

Facets of Quality
end Opportunities for Improvement

How have staff from the district been inyblved?
Consider what has been stated in the school
plan as well as in the district master plan (for
School Improvement schools). Are there- exter-
nal resources whip the school might have
used--such as t her centers, professional
development centers, county office resources?
How effectively does the staff believe they
have used the resources? Are there other
available resources that have not been used?

Parent Education and Involvement
a

In assessing how-parent educ! ion and involvement affect the instrtic-
tional program, you need to find .t, how the staff at the school keeps
parents 46fOrmed about the' progra sand the day-lo-day activities of the
students, how parents are directly involved in their children's educa-
tional experiendes, and what parent education activities are included in
the school program.

Areas to Investigate

How the school staff
keeps parents informed
about the school
program ,

41-76426

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for Improvement

Consider such traditional school activities
as Back to School Night and Open House. Con-
sider bulletins and-newsletters from the prin-

i cipal, the SSC or SAC, and the PTA. Consider,
also, activities such as neighborhood meet-
ings, telephone trees, use of other community
communication systems, and so forth.

How complete a picture of the school program
do these means of communication provide the
parents?

How understandable are communications to the
parents of LES/NES students? Consider the
use of lay language (vs. educational jargon)
as well as the language of limited- and non-
English-speaking parents.
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Areas to Investigate

How the teaehing staff
keepthe parents in-
formed about the day-
to-day activities
their children are
.involved in

.1

How parents are
involved at
school

.Facets of Quality
and Opportunities'for Improvement

4

How does the staff report student progress to
the parents? By report card only? By parent
conferences? Do teachers confer with all
parents? With most parents?

Do' the teachers "send class newsletters home at
regular intervals? Or letters explaining what
the students are doing or will do? Da they
talk regularly with the parents?

hers send the student's completed
ow Often?

Do
wor home?:

If the teache s give 'homework assignments, do
they expect the parents to-see that the work is
completed? Do they expect the parents to know
the purpose of the homework and/or be able to
help the student with his or her assignment?

How well informed do the parents feel about the
school program and the day-to-day activities
that their children are involved in? Ask the
parents.

What kinds of,methods are usedto,involve par7
ents? By whom? Are they effective? Talk

411

to the parents, the parent.coordinator f

there is one), and the principal or pr ram..

coordinatdr.

Are parents involved in the classrooms as tu-
tors or instructional assistants? As resource,
people? Are they involved in preparing mate-
rials, in serving the school as library aides,
in the resource center, on the playground, etc.?

.re 'they involved in assessing student health
needs; in recruiting other parents; in 'S

, PTA, or other committee work; in af er-
sch of activities.with students; or in s
interest activities?

How have they
are doing? H
understand
program

een prepared to do what they
w have they been prepared to

is intended in.the planned
or their children?
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Areas to Investigate.

How the talents and
interests of the par-
ents have, been used
in the classroom and
school program

Facets 'of Quality
and Oppottunities for Improvement

.
.

.,r,,,-._

...

Have the patients had an oriport nity to iden-
ify to the 'staff and others th

4
ir talents

a interests? Have their talents and in-
terestsbeen'used?, For exampte, in providing
enrichment activities in a planned instruc-
tional activity, in writing a newsletter for
_parents, in providing parent education sessions
for other parents? f.

What parent education What interests and needs have the parents ex-
activities are included pressed? What has the school provided? Have
in the school program the parents helped plan parent education ses-

sions? How effective do the parents believe
. these sessions have been? Hose-many parents

have participated? Have sessions in child
growth and/development been offered?

Be aware that parent education is a;_broad category that includes
informing parents about their children's program and the school'program,
preparing parents to assist in the school program, and providing'-oppor-
tunities for parents ,to explpre eheir interests in child_growth and
development, parental, guidance, and so forth.

It is important, to remember that the majority of parents probably
cannot be actively involved in the classroom program. With the percen-
tage of working mothers increasing annually and with the djfficulty many
mothers and schools have in affording and providing babysitting services,
the number Of parents involved at the school during the day may be lim-
ited: If the number involved ,seems lower than mightbe expected, deter-
mine the, number of nonworking mothers, find out if the, parents. are ifn

Uelcome at the school, and'that, the methods for expressing that welcome
effectively communicate .to the parents. Regardless of the number, of par-J-2
ents actively involved, the school has the responsibility for keeping all
parents.informed-about the school program and what their children's day-
to-day activities are.

Health ,and Guidance

In assessing the effect of health and guidance activities on'the
instruction of the students, you will be finding out how studehts' emo-
tional, mental, and physical' health needs are assessed, how the assessment
information.is-used in instruction, what kinds of follow -up procedures
are being used, and how the classroom curriculum, organization; and
environment have been accommodated' to the health needs of.the students..

/
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In finding outtaw the emotional, mental, and physical health needs
of he students are reflected in the delivery of instruction, us the in-
formation you collected While observing in the classroom and of er areas
of the school. Be sure to include what you have observed of t classroom
curriculum as well as classroom organizatiOn and environment. Combine
that ihfdli.mation with what you know from needs expressed in the plan MONO
other information provided you by the staff, at,thb. school. If all appears
to be working well for the students, verify your information by talking
to selected students and adults. If ieappears that the emotional, men-
tal, and physical=health needs' of all students are not being met, you
will need to find out What is 'not working.

Areas to Investigate

How health needs are
assessed

Facets of Quality
4and .Oppartunities for Improvement

e emotional, mental, and physical health

.How assessment infor7
mation is used by the
c lassroom teacher?

needs of students identified?._

Who does the assessment--the health specialist,
the classroom teacher, both?

How timely are the assessment p edures? DO
the assessment procedures do. more than'the-
minimum required by law? If so, are they for
all. students or selected students? Is the,ex-
tension in response toneeds expressed'in the
schooL.plari?

How does the specialist inform the teacher
about his or her students! he'altW needs? Haw
does the specialist keep the teacher current,
with changing health needs? -

How'does he or she work with the ,teacher to
ensure that the learning 'environment supports
the needs of the students? What, has the
teacher done to accommodtile.the health needs
of the, students?

/

What kinds of health education are included in
the students' curriculum? What relationship
exists between the kinds of health education
provided and the needs of students, as identi-
fied in the plan and the health assessment of
students?,'



N
Facets of Quality

Areas to ,Investigate and Opportunities'for Improvement.

Follow-up ilrOcedures. How are parents-informed of their child's'
that.are used health needs? Is-a language they understand

used in these communications? Are parents made
4

aware of resources availablein the c6Eidunity,
such as diagnoftic or counseling centers? Are
such-resources used to remediate stpdent health
problems?

What follow-up procedures 'are use4 at the
school? Doesth4:nurse re-check students with
identified health needs? Does the counselor
work with identified students on an ongoing
basis--in the classroom? or in group or
individual sessions?

- .

Do the specialists confer together about indi-
vidua,. students? Is the classroom teacher in-_

cluded in these conferences? Is the principal?
Are the parents?

Talk to the schoolnurse, the languaae, speech, and-hearing special--
ist, the cdunselor or psychologist as necsary to develop a more complete .
picture of the.hearth,needs at the school and how the specialists work to

meet' those needs. Talk to the clarisroom teachers and the principaland/of
cher administrators to learn more ab4ut how effective these support

services are.

rt

In order to assess district support of the sc ol's improvement ef-
4certs, yogi must examine two areas: 'how the distr ct supports instruction

41- directly, e.g., allbcation ofresourc specialists, development of profi-
ciency standards, curriculum development activities, etc.; and how "the

4 district supports instruction indirectly, e.g.; assistance with staff.

'development, training for school site council or school advisory committee

members, etc.

,11[1.1h of your fact finding regarding district support will be covered
during your assessment of "what adults do to make .learning happen "what
students learn," areas of instructional support (staff development, parent,
involvement and education, health, and guidance), and planning and evalua-
tion. Remember, as you gather such in.formation, keep in .mind that you
will also need to determine what impact district supp rt has had or should-

have had. ,Look for policies and pi-ocedures that the district has estab-

lished to provide-guidance to its schools and what actin the district

has taken in carrying out such policies and procedures and how it intends;

to assist its schools. Also, relate what you have learned of district,
support to what has been stated in the school plan:r
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'Note that many of the policies and procedures which the district uses
to guide schools in school improvement efforts 'are contained in Part I of
the district master plan for school improvement. Be aware, however, that
these are not the only policies, or the only means'by which the_district.
_provides leadership and direction to its schools; be'alert to other _means
of communication--other policies and proceduraSet by the school board,

'administrative procedures,- and the historiclieryone knows that..."
traditions, etc. Your job is to find out whatpact such leadership
-efforts have had. This .line of questiohing is partiCularly relevant, for
example, to your analysis of why adults do what they do to make learning
happen.

Facets of Quality
Areas to Investigate and Opportunities for Improvement

Communication of dis-- Howwell understood is.the direction estab-
trict direction to; the lished by the district for school improvement,,
school for bilingual educalion, compensatory educe-.

tion, etc.? Do staff and parents know liow to
carry out these directions? Does there seem
to be understanding of how previous directions-
fit with newly adopted directions of the dis-
trict master plan and others related to school
improvement which are being communicated to the
'school? Are efforts,to improve the schoca pro-
gram-Seen as separate from. the regular school
,program?. Consider, also, Title I/EDY,'gifted,
bilingual, and programs for students with

' special needs.

.Distric support
strategi and
activities

What activities or support, strategieS were
carried out as planned? What-other activities
or support strategies did the district carry
out? How did the district support .planning and
evaluation activities, the instructional activ-
ities, the support activities? Were the strat-

.

e. gies. appropriate and timely to the school's
needs, priorities, and objectives? How effec-
tive were these strategies in assisting the
school in its job of improving instruction for
students? Consider the services and/or strat-
egies described in the school plan and/or.
Part II of the district master'plan-.

Talk Faith instructional and support staff,:parents, the- principal,
and district staff to find out what the district did to support the.
school. To -find out- hot effective such actions were,.use,your own dbser=
vations of the instruction as well as information frbm your conversa
tions with school and district staff. RemeMber.that you 'are` assessing the
effect of the disrict's support on the instruCtlbnal program and on the
schTiiTY's.capacity to conduct its improvement efforts, not the quality of
the serviCes*,resources, or dist,rict. master plan as a document.
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ASSESSING THE.EFFEyTIVENESSW THE,SCHOOL SITE CODNiCIL,
AND/OR SCHOOL ADVISORY COMMITTEE(S).

lh assessing tbe effectiveness'of the councilicommittee in planning,
implementing, and evaluating the school program, you will use what you
already have learfed about the planning andlevaluation proCesites 'at the,
schoolwho was/is involved, how these processes were/are being conducted,
who was/is responsible, and SQ forth. 'Combine whit you learn about the

iocouncil/committee, with that information.

Review the agendas, attendance records, and minutes of council/
committee meetings: talk with the principal about the role and func-
tioning of the'council/committee; talk to the other parents and staff
at the school about what the council/Committee does; talk to the members
themselves. In reviewing records and talking with the various people, yob
will find out how the members were selected, how they were/are being pre-
pared to fhlfilltheir responsibilities, how they have been involved in,
developing the plan and in ongoing planning and plan modification, and how

.N) .the .committee functions.

Areas .to Investigate
Facet's of 9uality .

and Opportunities for Improvement

How members are selected How were mem
vacancies

cted? How are membership

How represe ive of the p nts-in the commu=
nity are the parent members? How ret:resenta- !

tive of the staff are the staff members?

Did the selection procedures promide an oppor-
tunity for all interested parents and staff
members to,become.members of the council/
committee? -

How members are prepared. Did the members recfive inservice training on
the purpose of the council/committee and what ;

their responsibilities are, such as how to
plan?

Did they receive inservic&training on the reg-
ulations governing each program funded-at the
school through the Consolidated Application
(A-127)?

Did they receive other inservice training,
such as how to function as a group (group
processes), how to resolve conflicts, how to-
solve.problems?

How are the members kept informed about what is
happening in the school.program and how well it
is working?
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Areas to Investigate

How the council/
committee ,has been
involved in planning

How the council/
committee. functions

In finding answers
'ing of how effective the
for improvement exist.

Facets of Quality
and Opportunities for. Improvement

How were the members involved in developing
the plan, in determining student outcomes, in
assessing needsand setting objectives, in de-
termining basic approaches or strategies, in
designing evaluation procedures?

How are members involved in ongoing planning,
in monitoring the program, in making decisions
about what should be modified and how? 'How
do the members involve others in the planning
process? How representative of the school
commu,nity have the others involyed been?

Are regular meetings held? How well attended
are they? . How representative of.tha school
community are.tho e that regularly attend the
meetings?

What kindsof suppOrtive services are provided
the council /committee, such as, translation
services for LES/NES parents, scheduling and
notice of meeting times, prov4.sion of baby-
:witting services, communicatiansabout the
meetings? s

How are meetings condueted? Who-sets the agent=
das? Do the agendas reflect the concerns and
interests of the school community? Do the by-

;Jaws and operational procedures facilitate con-_
ductin he business of the council/committee?"

---

How does the council/committee keep Members of
the school community (parents and.staff)
informed about the school,program and their
role in it? ,How do parent and staff members
inform the councit/committ;# of their concerns
of desires for the school ptogram? How
satisfactory to parents and staff members.and
to the council/committee are the methods of
communication?

How are council/committee members kept informed
about the day-to-day operations of the program?

How effective do council/committee members be-
lieve they have been in fulfilling their re-
sponsibilities? .How bffective do the parents .
and staff members believe the council/committee
has been?

to these questions, you will develop an understand-
council/committee has been and what Wpfortunities
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TRANSLATING THE PLANNED PROGRAM INTO ACTION
. ,

Between plans and doing what has been planned are the crucial activ-'

itied which translatethe.ideas into actipu_ These activities are an .
extension of planning ,:and function as a bridge to an effectively imp/e-
merited program. Participation in the condUct of these activities involves
almost everyone at the school in some way. These translation activities
InetWercomMunication and collaboration among staff, mntual..support, the
assignment of people with varying talents and skills to the various tasks
,which have been planned,, the reallocation of these people's time, the,
design and implementation of- support systems.such as scheduling, space
allotment, the, procurement of needed suppLies and instructional Materials,
staffink,.inservice training specific to the new iesponsibilities, the
definition and operation of new role relationships, clarification of who
is responsible for what, the coordination and dequencing of the various
activities, the monitoring and evaluation-,' quality control,Adentifica-
tion and solution of problems as they come up; ongoing progl.im,modifica-
tion through ongoing planning, and ,so forth. Assessing how people at a
school* translate the planned program into:action focuses on these activ-
ities:. Although you will have to make summative judgments about how well
the planned program is translating into action, the most important pur-
pose' for focusing on these activities is to, identify opportunities for .
imptovemen6.

When you complete your assess.-
ment of this area, you should be able,
to use these findings to...help organ=
ize and tie together your findings
from all the other areas, such as
planning and instruction.

The basic assessment strategy is
to look at translation activities
from two,perspectives:

.1. Starting with' the planned
program, which is dependent
on informal or unwritten
agreements a 11 as upon
the school plan find out
what step's were taken to
make various aspects of the
planned program happen.

2. Starting from your understanding of what instruction is at the
school and what the baic support activities are, find out where
the instruction came from (i.e., how come they do it the way they

do it).

Starting with Their Planned Program

_Conduct this assessment after you are well enough into assessing,
"Planning and Evaluation" to have a good picture of the planned program.

. e
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Begin by _finding out what people undeistandvabout,their planned pro-
gram. Through interviews with each staff and in observationof their
activities, find out their Understanding of:

----..,

\.).

- The intent of the plans, both what they-th'nk the intended
program is and what specific impact it is i tended to have on
staff and student behavior.-

- Their individual role in carryirig out the-planned program, in-
cluding an understanding of what specific activi.ties they are
supposed to carry out and how these activities fit into the
plareped program

- How, when, and who they are /supposed to work with in carrying-
outsthe planned program

- Role relationships for carrying out the planned program, espe-
cially where the individual being interviewed fits in these
relationships

- When their activities are supposed to be done, including how
their activities sequence with other activities

- Where to go for help and needed resources

How program decisions are ma, e

- ,Who to -talk to about- various Yitlds of-problems

- How ongoing planning is employed to refine and modify the
program

- '.What to do if something goes wrong

- What to do if they have a better idea,

- .How to do what they have to'do to carry out -the plan

Finding ouehow well people understand what they have to do in rela- c

tion to the ONO will tell you much about ,the effectiveness of translation
activities, but you also need to know how they achieved (or failed to
achieve) their level of understanding. Some schools might use formal in-
service programs,to communicate and instruct staff on many of the facets

listed above. Other schools might use regular administrative communica-
tion channels. There is no one best way or combination of ways. Each
school must find a way-appropriaterto its style, strengths, and weak-
nesses. Part of 1r5iiir job In Assessinetranslation activities is to iden-

tify translAtion strengths and weaknesses 'n a way which accommodates_
hool style, point to specific opportun for improvement. For exam-

ple, you will'discover various communic io networks at the school, both
formal and informal. Point out ways for them to upe these existing ndt-
wo'rks to achieve a higher level of 'understanding of the facets listed,
above. You might judge it appropriate to suggest refinements in some of

10;
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the existing networks and communication procedures. In a school where
communication is minimal and y64-Cannot find a strength to build upon ,

you might indicate the severity of the problem to people in a posi on to
do something about it and suggest where they might get some help. You
might also include a variety of specific procedural recommendations in

your report.
.

, .

In some schools, tte internal politics may be damaging to the
translation of improvement plans'inio action. Analyze your picture of
how they planned to see if their.process of planning contributed to a bad,

political situation. -For example, was the decision-making process hidden
so that people felt alienated from the plan? If yOu determine that there
is an opportdnity to improve the way they plan, 'note it as such in your
report, bdt, beyond this type of suggestion, do not try to stave their
political.problems. In your summative judgments of the quality of : P.

translation,.you will already be taking into account the effects of their

internal politics. In your opportuniti.es for' improvement report, you
,should address the problem of how to eliminate the damage rather than how

''to eliminate the politics. For example, if there are feuding factions,
do not botheA to suggest they stop feuding, but rather Suggest ways tp
aChieve an understandihg of the planned program and ways of working.
together as a team to pat-the plan into ac-tionin spite of disagreements

"tand conflict. You might 'suggest that thexa,star 1--tr t least communicat-

ing

..

about how to carry'out specific activities while they develop ways of
tackling the larger systemic problems. In your role as an assessor of
the program, set an example of how to focus on the educational effects of

the activities you observe.
L

Sometimes people at a School will simply omit an important trans-

lation activity. For example, they might omit reallocation of staff

time. If this happened, staff would trot Whow what to stop doing in
order to have time to start doing new things. Teachers might have an
hour and a half of new activities.a day to carry out the plan. Where

are they supposed to get this hour and a half? Thei'r day was full
before the new activities were added to-their responsibilities. If

_people omit the step of reallocating time, all activities might have
'the quality squeezed odt of them. If time is not reallocated tc door-
dinating and working together, it might not happen at all or the time

might-be ripped randomly out of everyone's schedule--sometimes disrup-
ting critical instructional activities. When you -are pvtparing your
"opportunities for improvement" report, make sure you identify any facet

of translation into action which you determine has been omitted. It

would be even better if you could find some instance, however small,
of where the facet (reallocation of, staff time*for example) was not
omitted and use-this instance to illustrate how the people of the school

can do it more widely.

Sometimes people at a school will do the translation activities

but do them poorly. For example, staff will be clearly assignqp to

necessary activities, but the particular:people assigned didnot have
the adequate know-how for the activity to which they were assigned.
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This can happen quite easily in any major effort to do things differ-
ently than before.- In this example, some opportunities for improve-
ment which you could identify might include reassignment of staff
based on an assessment of their skills, know-how and interest, or
inservice activities designed'specifically to provide the needed knoO-
how, or organizational changes (such as scheduling, room assignments,
work load distribution) which would facilitate mutual support among
staff with different strengths 904 weaknesses, or modifying the plan
to achieve the desired results with activities more realistically
related to staff talents and know-how.

ti

Starting from Instruction
a

The intent of this part of the assessment of translating the planning
into action is to find out why people at the school do what they do the
way they do it. The information you will need will come primarily from
school staff as they explain 'Why instruction is the way it is. As you
form your picture of what instruction is like through the methods in
Chapter II, ask staff where specific activities came fdm. For example,
if "sustained silent reading" is part of the reading program, ask the
teacher why he or she is doing it? Was it part of the school plan? How
did he or she know to do it? Does he or she think it works? What pre-
vious activities' were replaced by the time now devoted to sustained silent
reading? Is there any monitoring of the activity?, And so on.

Many instructional activities which you have identifie
parts of the program can be traced back to support activitie

rtant
imes

there will be staff development related to the wayjhe activit -
ducted. Othdr times useful hints'will be shared among teachers in,the
teachers' room. Sometimes you will notice teachers Elodndering with anew
protram or performing the mechanics without impact. In these cases you
may determine there is a lack of support or poorly executed Support.

Sometimes instruction of high-or low effectiveness will be traced
back to school traditions, or a preVious principal, or a teacher with good
leadership, or.a project from_the past. Check to see if high,quality
instruction which comes from past history of schocil is recognized and pre-
served, father than being blindly replaced by untiled newfangled ideas
(improvement does not mean change for change's sake).

By working back from instruction to see frqm whence it came, you will
pick up some threads from when you worked dawn from plans toward instruc-
tion. Approaching the assessment of the translating of plans,into action
from both perspectives should give you a sense of how tjhings get done at
the school--andihow things fail to get done. This senAes-rif accurate--can
be the basis for extremely useful suggestions for improvement, especially ,

in discussing the implications of identified opportunities for improvement
As you work with the work sheets for synthesizing findings at the end of
the review, you may find that your assessment of translation activities is
the key to understanding where to go next at your school.
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This phase of the assessment may also bring you closer to personal
iss es than any other. The handling of discussions of thesle findings and
their implications is therefore very important. Emphasize a problem solv-
ing approach and avoid excuse making, fault finding, and othpi defensive
behaviors. The discussions should-be conducted in the spirit of making
the future better while conserving aspects of high quality in the present

.. program. Remember, this assessment is for reviewing the school as a
whole, "-not for evaluating personnel,,

a
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CHAPTER III

PREPARING THS ASSESSMENT REPORT

L

This chapter.is addressed.spee'ifically to those who are respon-
sibie.for,using thereview forms for an assessment report to.the
school councils, committees, staff, and community as a whole--whether
as part of an assessment of school needs and capacities,as Part of
evalusitiOn and monitoring for ongoing planning, or in preparation
for an external program review. The reporting form, including ex-
planations\of intent and directions for use, will be described in
this/chapter. Certain assessment difficulties are identified and
instructions for coping with these difficulties are given.

Overview of the Report

10 The report form is organized
according to.the "del of the -

school'program desCribed in
Chapter I. There iira section of
the instrument for each layer of
activity in the school-program:

Student Outcome Informa-
tion

- Instruction
Support

- Translating the Planned
Program into Action
Planning and Evaluation-

Within each of these sections,
there are two types of review

.

findings: (1) assessing effac-
e. tiveness; and (2) opportunities for

improvement. These two hypes of
findings represent_the two distinct Ss
perspectives from which-th school

Ilk
program is viewed. The a ament
of quality is based on cr is which are intended to describe'the
impact of activities on the client,(e.g., the impact on students of
instructional activities and the.impact on instruction of support

activities). The opportunities for improvement are based on phrases
'which describe what the adults who provide services are doing (or
might do)-to achieve beneficial impact on the client. The intent-Of
assessing effectiveness is to give the school a status report on the

effectiveness of the current program. The intent of the opportunities.
for improvement is to move from current status toward improvement by
suggesting areas on which the school might next focus in its formal and

r- informal planning.

lb
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At the end of the report form is a work sheet for synthesizing
the review findings. This work sheet is intended for use during
formal and informal ongoing planning activities as an -aid. to under-
standing the implications for action of the review findings. It is
partly diagnostic and partly suggestive of what towdo next.4..

'The entire form was designed to report the findings of the
-assessment process conducted according to the instructionsgivgn in
this handbook, especially those in Chapter II. Use of the form out
of the aontext of an assessment such as that described in- Chapter II

greatly increase the likelihood of error and misundertiandingo. 4e°

But this handbook only goes part way in describing how to 'conduct an 4P7
lisessment,of your sshool prograA. Many schools anddistxletp al-
ready hive gone further in the development of various aspects of'the.
assessment process, especially in such areas as measuring student-
outcomes, observation techniques, unobtrusive indicators, attitude
scales, observation and follow-up techniques for staff gpweloOdient
and other translation activities, and the myriad other sources of
good detailed assessment data. Schools and districts may be fait,
beyond the "how to do it" details- pf this handhook. Nonetholeass
this handbook should be useful for gathering these already existins
assessment activities and results together for an overall review.
In any case, the external program review vis,it mandated y state
legislation will be,based oq this handbook end upon evidence and,
explanations supplied to the visiting reviewers bye.school staff.
For this reason, it may be advisable to prepare staff, council, and
committee members and others by conducting a formal self-assessment
which incorporates the processes and instrument described here.into
the already existing ongoing planning and evaluation process at your
school.

Assessing-Quality of Effects

Each assessment of quality is referenced to a seven-point scale
from high effectiveness to low effectiveness. This scale is anchored
by three descriptions of what the school program looks like from each
particular assessment perspective. There is a "high" description, a
"middle" description, and a "low" description. The reviewer's jok is
to decide which description best fits the aspect pf the program Wing
judged.. .The. intermediate points are'for use when the program is,
judged a bit less or -moved than these,, anchor descriptions. The de-
scriptions by,themselves are not a sufficient basis for, making your
judgment. The scales are designed for use with the assessment imoce-
dures explained in Chapter II. These procedures are designed to
ensure that, you will have adequate and accurate information upon
which to base your judgments.

A given section of the report may have one or more scales,
each for judging a different assessment perspeCtive-. For eXampl.0,,
the effects of, instruction are judged from three assessment perspec
tivew--"what the student learns," "hoW the student learns," and
"environment."



What to do when a school fits a mixture of descriptioni. The

criteria- of top-i-middle, and low quality fot what the atudent_ learns

and how the student learns are written in terms of an individual stu-

dent. In the school being reviewed, there will probably be some
studentwwhole instruction fits one description and other students

whose in ction-fits a different description. To determine how

to jud the quality an effectiNeness of a school which is best

described th aoltjxtur f the criteria descriptions, use the folloio-

ing rules:

- Virtually all students should .be receiving_ instruction of high
(or low) quality to judge the school high (or lo0) quality.

- If most are receiving high (or low),. uplity and a few are
receiving less Cot morel, move your rating down (or up) one

level.

- If there 4'P.h are more students receiving high quality Artruction
than there are receiving middle or low instruction, but there

are some receiving middle and a few lower than middle, use the
.

level above middle.

- Be especially alert to how the program meets the needs of
students with special needs such as gifted, disadvantaged,

and /or. LES/NES.

- Use the middle quality for an)ven mixture of high and low
with middle.

Currular divisions. T he assessment of how and what a student

is learning applies differently to_each curricular division of the

program. Spaces are pro .ded on the instrument for specifng each
division being assessed for.egese two scales. For example, if a

school, in its plan, h s divided its program into reading,, social.

studies, and math and ciencE, then-you would assess these separately.

Although the criteria d criptions are written at a geneta1Aevel to

apply to any curricular a a, thereshould be an adapts on Of the

criteria to the unique characteristics of each aubjlpt matter. For

example, achievement standardwand eipectations may look quite dif-

Ieent in the fine arts,than they do in mathematics, and activities

appropriate to ways orlearning and needs maybe differentiatedoquite
differently in music than in reading.. A school may organize students

in many ways to achieve similar. results. The reviewer should try to

adapt the criteria to the school's organizatiOn, whatever it y be.

Nonetheless,'no part of the:criteria description should be fitted

in the review.

Responsibility for evidence and explanation. Because the acces-

sibility and quality of evidenceat a school will varyconsiderably,

the issue of who is responsible for providing evidence and explanation.._

is crucial., j.s important that the reviewer (whether internal or

external) and the school staff understand -their respective respodb

sibilities in establishing "proof." As used here, l'proof" does not

mean scientific or legal proof, but rather treasons le coAluaion"

.

I ,.
.
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based on the best available evidence. The rules for es;Ablishing who
is responsible for evidence and explanation are given brow. Under-

, standing these responsibilities is especially important in preparing.
'for an external review.

Generally, as the, assessment goes from middle quality to top
quality for any particular perspective, the burden of responsibility
shifts toward the school staff. As the judgment goes from middle to °-7

bottom, the burden shifts to the reviewer. In dhking a judgmen4,
.

Kethe following rules to ensure that the burden of responsibility
located correctly and consistentily:

1. Start from the 'middle, and, based on yOUr assessme,nr, move the
g judgment up or dowry. As the judgment goes up, the school staff

fakes on sdded responsibility for demonstipting how the assess-
ment perspective being judged fits the MA description.' As the
judgment goes down, the reviewer takes added responsibility 'for
demonstrating how the assessment perspective being judged
'fits the bottom description.

Z. Lack of eviden ce effectiveness is quite different
dence of a lack of effectiveness. The failure to find evidehc
is a failure of the assessment process (fOr which the reviewer
and the school share the responsibility). On the other hand,

6

evidenCe of low effectiveness is evidence of a low quality
program.

If, for any perspective, there is a failure to find evidence,
the reviewer should give the benefit of the doubt toward
"middle" quality. The reviewer is responsible, however, for
modifying the "doubtful middle" up or down according to his
or,beist judgment. If you wind up with this "doubtful

-minle," alert the school audience that this is .what-it means.

ft

If there is evidence of low effectiveness, then the judg- ii,14.1-

ment should be low or next to low, as is appr4riate in th
reviewer's judgme,

.
, / 1

3. For deciaing,that a school fits above the "middle"\ci-irerion, the
.._

reviewer needs to understand what is,happening in the aspect of
Cie progiam being assessed. The school staff has a responsibility

/to provide information, to direct the reviewer's attention to
xamples, and to explain how the program works for all the

c ents. The-staff must also explain how the program reaches
all ,intended students, rat42T-than just some. The reviewer
has the responsibility for ask*ng for and listening to these
raeplanations, pursuing the observatiohs, idterviews, and investi-
tions until he/or sheahas enough,evidenc4 to grasp what is

"-going on in instruction and judge it abaKel
.1

he Biddle. .

A

) -re. . .

4. For deciding that a school'fith the "high" criterion, the burden
'Of proof is even more on the school staff. Specificalfy, the
desc-riptions of high quality instructioq,sre based on the immedi-
are-effect.on clients of that part of theisprogeil

...-

,

2
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The-s-taf f -shou d exp Lai* to the rev iewer- what_apecific _ef f ects
to look 'for in tie stud t, and the reviewer should look for -

these effects in the student's work,' in interviewing, and Jinx-
where else indicated by the staff. If these effects arefound,
then it is appropriate to make the judgment "high" rather than
between "midd4e" and "high." Evidence of effects in instruction
should come mostly from the students and their work, and the
explanation of their teachers, rather than from records.

5. For deciding that the school program falls between "middle" and
"low," the biirden of responsibility shifts toward the reviewer

,
to identify the limitations of the program from the assessment

. perspective under consideration. That is, the reviewer must ''''
understand what is happening and explain how it fails to fit the
"middle" criterion. For its part,Ahe school etafk)must explain
what activities make it better than "bottom." '

.

,
.

6. For deciding a-s5pool fits the deadription of "bottom" quality,
the burden of'r.paponsibility shifts even more toward the reviewer
to find evidence of failure of instruction:

Opportunities for Improvement

There is an analysis of opp rtunities for improvement for ea
part of the program for which t ere is an assessment of effe'ctive ess.
This part of the instrument is used to identify activitiesor act ons
on which the school improvement effprt might pmfitably. focus. I

orderto provide this focus, it is important that you do not identify
too, many activities or actions. A list 'of possible actions or activi-
ties,is provided onthe instrument, along with space to describe any
other 'action you believe would have a high' payoff as an area of
focus. There is also a space to reference any activities from the
school plan which warrant special note.

There are two boxes next to each action: Column A and column. B.
The-box in column A is for actions or activities you believe are key
to further improvemeht, and would be especiatly opportune areas of
activity for focus in the near future. Use he column A box for
actions or activities that:

Would lead to Improved effectiveness in many areas. For
example, you might check box A for "providing timely feedback
to students.about their work" in "how students are learning"
because you have determined thatillhe curriculum, assessment,
and placement of students is good, but wasted, because studentS
are not getting feedback soon enough. Therefore, timely feed-
back would pay off in the effectiveness of the already good
curriculum, assessment, and placement practices at that school.

Are areas of acute need. Try. to avoid emphasizihg the needy
areas which" are not ripe fo improveuient and ones likely to

III-5
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lead to repeated frusbration and failure at the school.
Rather, emphagtisp-those which, for One reason or,another,-
appear ready to be improved.

Are areas' with ripe implementation characteristics..* Refer to
the "translating the planned program into acbion" section of
Chapter II and the instrument and use the characteristics
described there to determine "ripeness." For example, check
activities or actions where staff interest and motivation to
undertake improvements are the highest; or the program intent
and individual responsibilities are easy to understand; or the
communication network is well developed to support the activity.

Are activities for which good plans (forma or informal)
alreal exist, but which have never been translated into
action.

Are activities which would pay off with increases in effec-
tiveness with relatively little effort.

- Are activities on which it wyo Id be-opportuneto focus for
any other reason.

40P
Check the box in column a for activities or actions which you

have obseriied to be particularly effective and which yOu want to
draw attention to for potential application in other areas. Utually
this would be because the, way the activity or action was condudted
could be used in some other area of the program to achieve similar
effectiveness.

Leave the boxes empty for all other activities or actions.
RemeAer, theiktent of this analysis is to focus on just .a few
activities. If you check too many,-there will be no focus. It is
possible thdt your review cannot contribute to this focusing in a
program area. In such a case, all boxes should be jeft empty for
that area.

Ways of feeding the identified opportunities for improvement
.

into the formal and inttormal ongoing planning and program Arprovement
activities should,be discussed. If they are related to panicular.
'breaktiowns in the translation of planseinto action, explain this
relationship and refer to opportunities for improvement'which have
been identified in'the "translating the planned program into action"
segment of the instrumtnt.

Wbrk-Sheet for Syn essizing the Review Findings

- The use of this rk sheet is intended to serve as a bridge
between assessment and 'planning: Consequently, it076ould be used
jointly by those:specifically responsible for conducting tale assess-
ment and by those with planning and advisory responsibilities. $.
These instructions, then, are addressed as much to people in the'
planning role as to people'in the assessment role.
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When you conducted the
assessment, you made judj nta of

iltthe quality ofThe Orokr
terms of the effect of one yer
of the program on layers closer to
the student; for example, the
effect of plapning and evaluation
on tralislosAion,of the planned
program ineo action and the effect
of support on instruction. You
also identified act'ons'or activ-
ities that could b keys to
improvements with each layer;
for example, ways of eking staff
development as effective in
reading as it is in math, and,
inservice-trainihg to prepare
school site council members
regarding their roles in the
school site council.

As you 1711ie into considering modifiemtions-of your planned
program in light of your assessment, you should consider key relation-
ships between one layer ofthe program and another. It max, well be
that improvements in a partitular area or aspect of one luer cbuld
have major impact on a priority area or, aspect in a layer Closer
the student. A judgment such as this will be important to you itt 444

making resource allocations and planning strategy decisions as 311W
proceed with your ongoing planning% This work sheet is intended to
focus your attention on these relationships.

Based on the assessment model in Chapter I, there are seven
relationshipsemong areas that you shpuld consider:

1. How planning and evaluation affect:

a. Translation of the planned program into iction
-b. Support -
c. Instruction

2. Haw translation of the 'planned program into action affects:

a. Support
b. Instruction

3. How support affects instruction

4. How instruction affects student growth

For each, one 'of the relationships, you should attempt to identify .
the improvement in the outer layer of the school program which is7po-
tentially Most important for improvement in a layer closer to.--,the stu-,

-dent. For example, the improvement in support which is most important
for improvement in insiruction. Use the spaces on the work sheet to

111-7
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write down both the areas or aspects in which student improvluent.
might be pursued (left side) and the area or aspect which would be
most significantly affected. by the improvement (right stde). These
notes then can serve as an important reference or framework for
preliminary discussions as you consider modification to your planned
pr'ogram in light of your program assessment,. Naturally,'as you move
from the work sheet into your planning propoomes and formats, the
implications of the findings will become more refined and particular.
At best, the work sheet may be a good pla6e-to start your effort to
use the results of your program assessment in planning further
improvements. t,

, Assessment Difficulties

No matter how well designed the assessment procedure and how
well prepared the reviewer, there. will always be difficulties with
judgments of quality. The difficulties have different consequences.
for each school. Revtewers should be aware of these and th ten-
tial consequences of each at schools being rdiliewed. Rev wars
should consider these' consequences in weighing their jud ents and
tilt away from those problems which, in their best judgme t, wuld
be most damaging to the major goal of school impl-ovement--better
education for the students. Unfortunately, leaning away from one
problem often results in leaning toward another. The reviewer has
the difficult job of minimizing the, chance of the most damaging
problem without making the likelihood of other-problems too high.

Reviewers should be alert to the following. types of pro lens:

False positive. This costly mistake occurs when a hool
staff is doing a poor or mediocre job, and 'the revie er tells
them they are doing a very good job. When this mist e is
made, the incentives for improvement are undermined a d the
already formidable forces for the _status quo are reinforced by
the -review"' Some school and district people have told us
that a "false positive" review really hurt their efforts to
improve a school,

ee ative. School people are-most upset over this
, but it is not always as. bad as the false positive. .

Sc oo s which are judged "high quality" are often up.ut that
fi

they did not get "highest" (just as "A" studentscomiiPain:the
most over "B+" grades). In-many cases, these schools are
strong and confident enough in their,self-assessme5trtobrush
off the .effect of a false negitive. In some cases,.however--
_especiatIY:in schools which have made real.progreaS from poor
or-mediocre to good or very good--a false negative can be
demoralizing.

Reinforcing facadei. Any:type of'grading -system has. aspects
which resemble a game. A costly mistake is the.. collapse of
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the assessment process--which is intended to have a real and
positive effect on improving the education of students--into a
genie. While concern for "fairness" is very important, it is
less important than concern for-the real job of educating
students. Over-attention to the technology and procedures of
program reviews may subvert the intended effects on education
and create a "fair" but expensive and wa teful game. Some
school and district people have complai ed that trying to do
well on program review forces them, to este time building
facades i feed of teaching the students.. Reviewers should
not reinforce facade building' for schools which want to do
well. Rather, reviewers should concentrate on students'
learning rather than the paraphernalia of instruction.

Personal bias for or against specific materials or programs.
Use the criteria and procedures in this manual. 'Reviewers
should keep in mind that "what wouldn't work foi. me and mine
might work for them and theirs." Any prepackaged curriculum
is full of strengths and weaknesses. food teachers and
schools will sense the weaknesses and adjust, refine, and
supplement the program to fit their oxpistrengths, needs, and
style, as those of the students. Reviewers must be
sure to look for how it works out for the school, rather than
judging a program at face value or how it would or did work
for them. The personal bias error can go either way. Just
because a program was beat for a reviewer doesn't mean that
it should be judged as effective in another school.

Too analytic. The reviewer should not just set upon the
school as an active information gatherer, ferreting and
figuring the whole-time. This can lead to clearly ideftify-
ing trees while missing the forest entirely. Reviewers
should give the school an opportunity'to disclose. itself in
its.own'way.' Reviewers should, theiefOre,' spend some time
quietly allowiog tie atmosphere and tempo of life at that
school to present itself. is important to invest some
.time realizing what is. happening. Go back and.forth between
active, insistent exploration, analyiinegndthesizing,in-
formaticin, and passive, receptive realizing of what presents.
itself. Don't mls41 the-forest for the trees, but don't miss
the'.trees.

Too impressionistic. While initial impressions are a valuable
guide for pursuing a line of investigation, they should be
validated or rejected by-careful examination of appropriate
evidence. This evidence might include teachers' expl4naticals,
students' work, or-observation. Initial impressions can be
based Upon momentary situations whiCh are not typical of the
school. Do not let these impressions color, your review
without validating them.

Over- and undergeneralizing. Necessarily, the review is
limited to a sample of aituati:ons, time intervals, curriculum
content, students, and so on. Merely assuming that this



limited sample ft typical is a mistake of overgeneralisatibn.
Support- your generalisations fro your observed- -sample-by
relating what you see students doing to the work they are
producing.' Then,relate this current work to samples of
past work from the last several weeks. Discuss past and
current work with the student as further clarification and
upport for generalizing. Discuss 4ie observed activities and
s udents' wqrk with the teacher, asking ,for expl nations of
w What yon have seen and heard fits in with th overall

p ogram for the year. The' teacher's explepation If this,is an
important step in generalizing. Finally,,ry, to r late what
you see in the Various classrooms, to schoolwide programs
and plans far programs. Discuss this relationship with the
teacher, with people active in planning, and with school
leaders, especially the principal.- By fitting observation
and expla ation tbgether in this way, you should be able to
construct historical' picture-of the school program and tie
it to the o served_ganefiences of students. It is th4 pic-
ture and the tinkto students which provide the framework for,
generalizing from specific observed data.

1
For all judgments of quality, the"reviewer's primary sponsieil-

ity is-to give the best possible judgment.' Making judgmen s of:quality
is not,just a technical procedure, so reviewers, should not expect to
give a technical expnation of how judgments were.deriVed. Techniques
such as those in thid

tp
manual are designed to im rove the ability of

ttaimed educators to make judgments, to'provide better. information,
and ,to make the judgments more consistent, but these techniqaes cannot
replace the reviewer's own value judgment.

-

Doing a review can be exhausting. Tension and fatigue may make
it moreditficult for reviewersto use their best judgment. With'tha
in mind, reviewers hould plan a short time alone near the end of the

i ireview prior to m ing final judgments. This time should be used to
"clear one's head and reflect on all the evidence and perceptions
gathered.

"96



Inform ion Shet

\ Student Outcomes

lefore beginning your review of the school program, study the available data

--osstudent- chisvemint-ht tht-vstitty of MN addressed in-liw school plan.

Obtain copies of roalleble student outcome information from current and pot

years, and each them to the program view report forms for easy reference.

Use this information to formulati 'quo t no to guide you in gathering ficts

about what and how students learn and a Its do to make learning happen.

Wow

After compieting.your assessment of the school program, review the, outcome

data above, other forml or informal assessment results, and so forth; and think

back on what you learned about how and what students are learning, Using all

such information, indicate for each of the areas below how you feel about the

progress ,students are making at the school from initially assessed levels to she

Basic skill:

Other curriculum eras

Social and personal growth

63

ELEMENTARY

.

Caution: Do not make judgments abput the program bawd on this priliminery

itudy-of itudentoutcomecbut-rgthetum- your lutow4dge-of IttltiltIEZIECOMH

to Wu questIons end pinpoint areas for Investigation during your review. In the

space below,' reference the student achievement documents which are attached

and note any Interpretative comments resulting froT your study of these

documents,

Comments

1111

end of the year for their transfer to another school). For example, you may feel

than progress is what you had hopedlor; progress is disappointing; pins thus)ar

are limited, but you are optimistic about the prospects' for gains this year;

progress is good for many students, but for °then the program has not been

effective; and so forth,

I 64

'11.'149



Criteria fqr Judging Quality

The Effect of Instruction on Students: How Students Are Learning

In empletire) your uleument of the school program, use this page for

lodging the level of quality of the program In terms of the effect of instruction

--oar- howitutient era learning; Ducriptiont -of On effect of instruction

cartipondIng to "low," "middle," and "high" levels of quality ere given in the

three paragraphs below. If one of these paragraphs is an kurate reflection of

There is evidence that the Hu.

dent is restless and disinterested in

the learning activity 'in which he/

she is engaged, He/she Is not attend

ing to the task and is frustrated by.,

the learning activity, The student is

confused about what to do or how

to do it and dole not know the

Purpose of the activity. There is

evidence that instructional activities

fOr the student are frequently the

same as those for his/her classmates

without recognition of his/her

needs, strengths, interests, and ways

of learning. Opportunities to prat.

tice ski Is and concepts are limited;

marry skills and conciktwi not

being mastered or extended, and

continuity of learning experiences

is lost through 'interruptions.

Opportunities to apply skills and

concepts in other curriculum areas

are limited in that each curriculum

area is treated as separate from

Others. The personal and social

needs of the student are seldom,

considered by staff when planning

his/her learning activities or assign

ing him/her to groups.

CURRICULAR DIVISIONS

OF THE PLANNED PROGRAM

ELEMIKARY

LOW

LI

..

f' 111:7ff.r.crrtlyi

.*; ON!

the effect of Instruction on how Student ere learning, check OR box,dinotly

below that description. For Judgments of quality betwein low and middle or

baron chaoltirl
I Include in youtineument each curricular division In the planned Rog am
being implemented this year; write the name of each in the space provided,

There is evidence that the oil.

dent Is Interested In the activity In

which helshi Is engaged end gen.

orally IsttentIve to the tuk; there

is little Interruption due to con

fusion about what to do and how

to do It The meteriali the student

uses and the activities In which

he /she It 'mod generally rristch

<111s/her needs and strengths; mate.

dais and methods of instruction

sometimes take Into account the

ways the student learns and hii/her

educational Interests, Student work

indicates that he/she experiences

success in learning the' necessary

skills end concepts of the tunic.

ulum and has some opportunity to

extend, bring together, and apply

the skills or concepts. ,There is on

indication that the personal did

social needs of the student are

considered by staff when planning

for his/her learning activities and

when placing him/her within

groups.

There is evidence that the stu

dent is actively engaged in learning;

he/she Is attentive to the task, and

his/her interest and motivation for

learning Is high. There Is evidence

that the learning eavitio are not

only challenging forth student but

also are successful learning opera

eines, The materiels the student

uses and the activities In vrh ch

he /she is engaged match h t

particular Interests and ways

looming as wail as his/her needs

strengths, Student teOik &pin s

that 'the student has suffi ant

opportunities to practice, ex Ad,

bring topper, and apply the den.

tified :kills and cooetpts, of the

curriculum; hehhe ,ImOws'the

pose of the activity lod expecte to

achieve et purpose. The settings

in the student works and the

wor ng relitiOnship with otheHtu

dents d adults encourage the per.

sonal andocial development of the

student as well as hitther acquisi

tion, extension,' and aPplIcation of

skills and concepts of the curriculum,

MIDDLE

11.1/0/IIMe. r
00,9

111

11.. limmENILIs

11 .111

..11

A III-12
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PIP

S. Opportunilieg for limprolg How" Students Liam

Thp Ow below describe what adults do that affects how students are

Owning. Chooh the box in column A if year feel that focusing on an action or

Wholly In o curricula bill could be key in improving how students are

----batik wrIS-414-nime-of ilcula division -on thelint below the box.

Check the box in column 8 if feel that in action or activity in a curricular

drvision h been particularly effective in Improving how students are learning

and if yo feel that the way the action or activity was conducted might

1. Ensuring that those who work with

the students know student's

needs, strengths, Intern , and ways of

leernitig

b. Determining whet each Student has

learned and has ysj to leern in each of

the academic mess addressed in the

plan and reexamining such assessment

frequently enbugh fo be current

the student's growth

A

c. Using a variety of teaching methods in

order to meet each student's needs,

strengths, interests, and ways of .

learning

d. Assessing each student's social and

personal development, including

awareness, knowledge, and under .

stapding of differept.cultural groups

e. elating each stArrti's daily work to

'what the student already knows, has

yet to learn, his/her interests and

strengths, and the waYj he/she learns

best

1. Grouping and regrouping 'students

according to their needs, strengths,

interests, ways of learnitt, and what is

to be learned (consider individual'

learning, small groUp, large group,

whole group)

ELEMENTARY

F.1

,

Profitably be applied In smother of the curriculum writs the name of

the curricula division in which the action or activity has been pirticulay

effective on the line below the box, Caution: while overt' of the actIOni or

activities mle be helpful, you should chick only the' boxes for those which

have exceptional potential for Imirbving how students learn; leave the remaining

boxes blink,

g. Managing t el1oom in ways oftich

minimize disruptions and illpw Itu.

dents liifficlent time to ecquiri,

extend, 'Ind apply the skills and con.

opts of the curriculum

h: Setting standards and expectations fbr

student work and making theee clear

to the Student

i. Providing timely feedback to students

about their work

j. Providing opportunities for students to

apply skills and concepts in other arid

of the curriculum

k. Using meteilols and activities wh ch

allow students to build on t it

strengths and interests while develop.

ing skills and concepts in oriel of

weaknesses

I. Provl rf plaprit<polvitles for the

development in each student of per

tonal and 1001 skills y

m. Coordinsting std usinfall 'available

resources so that Materiels, talents of

parents and community members, and ,

special .skilis of die school stiff sup

port each student's continuous

progress

n Other actions or activities described in ,

the school plan (please specify)

N4Other (pleie specify)

1011.1.M.

r--

.11

111
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A,

In cOniple ng your assessment of the '4001 program;, use' th4ap.for

judiging the J I of quality of the proqam in terms of t4effectof instruction

on what stu nts re ;teaming. 'Descriptibns of this effect of instruction

coirespon low," "middle," and:"high" levels of ,qtiality are given in,the,

.; three parlraphs ttlorsi.' If one of tese pFprephs is aq accurate reflection bf

.i.ctiteriafor kidginli Qualify.

TN Effect of Ins uctipti Qn Students: at Stt4entk, Are Learhin
1.

.

the effect, Of inst ion on what students.are learning check,teobox'directly

below that descri don. Fdr jttdgmenti of quality betweeflow and middle or

between middle and.high, checi(!an appropriate intermediatel3ox,.

'InPlude irt. your `assess nt each curri6uler division tri the Planned program

beinginiplemented this year, syrite the name of each in the space provided.
1

'4

0 '1/4

CURRICULAR DIVISIONS

OF THE PLANNED PROGRAM

V

The curriculum id which 'the.

dent is engaged is incomplete in

major areas; the student, dem' riot,

receive instruction in certain cod

tent areas within 'the curriculum.

Th k Hof the student indicates

skills and.con,cepts of the

curriculum are nottldarly defined

nd that scaderri standards and

expectations are Ii. Thestudent's

Work also indicates that the learn. .

experiences of the itudent.fend

. tabe too easy and reietitioUs or

too difficult and frustrating. There

are, few 'activities for the develop-

ment of critical thinking skills and

indliendent,,ju'dgrnerencluded in

the ctirriculuq

LOW

4

Ilrwi

69

r-

2

4.

The' curriculum in which the t

sttident is engaged isiompfete in

major skill areas; in some areas it

lacks sufficient range fof..the stu

dent, The student receives instruc

tion in the essential skills and con-

cepts; higher level learning eperi

ences an limited, The most men,'

tial Skills and concepts of the

rriCulum have. been defined as

h ve standards and.. expectations. ,

The student's daily work usually

stifficient to challenge his or her

ability and to provide productive

`learn' ,experiences. There are

activ,itieintended to develop crit

ical thin skill's and independent

judgme indications are that

develop f the desired skills of

critical thinking and' independent

judgmenr t Iv limited,

....r
A

Yr.

' MIDDLE

-L-

II

LI

4

F. The curricultim in which .the

student is engapd includes every,

major skill and concept area; with

Sufficient range to, provide for con

tinuous progress and !sufficient

depth to include in ction in

-essential skills anAct) cepts and in'

theipigher level experiences which

bring. toptherle varidus skills and

concepts of the, cur'ricultini area and

which integrate them thrOugh other

currictilareress, Whet the student is

:to learn is clearly defined, as are

achivement standards and expecte-

dons. The student's daily work is at

a level of difficulty which both

challenges :the student to learn and

grow and provides experiences of

success and competence in learning.

There is evidence that the stvgent is

.developing critical thinkihi skills

and independen't jUdgnient and has

. opportunities to pursue educational,

interests,

HIGH

1

,VIII -1'4

I

70



Opportunities for. Improving What Students Are Learning

.The', phrases below describe Ohit adults do that'affects what,itudents'ara

'learning. Check the box in column A if you feel that focusing on an action, or

activity In a 'curricular division could bi key in improving what students ire

learning; write the name of the curricular division' on the line below the box.

Check the box in column B yOU feel that an action or actillty in a curricular

diviijon has been particUlaily,effective in improvint)What students 'are .14rning

and 'if you' feel that the way, the action or activity was conducted might

A I ta

a. Dittloping curriculum by adding miss-

ing skill and concept areas, orextend-.

ing range or depth to permit con-

tinuous prOgriss Offiach student

Identifying' specific skills and concepts

within curricula'

c. Defining standards and expectations

d. Using identified skills and concepts in

planning daily instruction

e, Providing for the developinent of Vit

ical thinking skills and independent

judgment

f. Establishing coordinatio tnong class-

room teachers at various grade levels

g. Establishing coordination between

classroom teachers and resource and/

or specialist teachers

h. Including in the curriculum activities

designed to develop and extend stu-

dent awareness, knowledge, and appre-

ciation of'other cultures

01 01

ELEMENT.Ak

1'

a

profitably be applied 1n4other division of the curriculum; write'the, name of

"the curricular division in which the action or activity has been particularly

effedive on the line below the box, Caution: While several of the actions or

activities &light be helpful, you should chick only the boxes for those which # ik
have eteptional potential .for .improvirig what students ite' 'learning; leave the 41

remaining boxes blank.

.101111

=1.

11.1.11

InCluding. in the curriculum ,planned

activities designed to.develop Personal

and social skillfof students'

pwar 'T

. 4 - (
i. Pr6iiding Opoictunities within the

curriculum for stuOnts to develop and

increase their Skills and knowledp in

,many areasOf the curriculum
, -

a

k, . Integrating of skills and concepts

throughoutthstTriculum areas

I. Using disjrict level resources in curric-

ulum development ,

m. Other actions or activities described in

the school Plan lease specify)

n, Other (oleasesspecifv)

11111

a1

1111

1,

..T-!/
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Criteriator Judging Quality ;

The Effect of Instruction on Students

, The Environment in Which Nrning takes Place

In completing your assessment of the school program, use .this page for ' three paragraph's wr,l.f one of these paragraphs is an accurate reflection of

'judging the level'of quality of the program, interms of the effect.on students.of , the effect of the environment on students, check the box directly below that

the ervironment in which learning takes place. Descriptions of this effect. description. For, judgments of quality betWein low and middle or between

corresponding to "Idw," "middle;" and "high" levels of quality'are given in the . middle and hlk an appropriate intermediate box.

-.
Students in theiriarning settings app'ear

'to be bored with or hostile toward the

learning activities in which they are engaged;

they do not perceive school as .a place to

pursue interests relevant to tileirlyes out-

side of school. The atmosphere eviden

tension,, disruptive behavior, 'and fear for

physical or emotional safety. Standards..apd

expectations for 'achievement and behavior

are generally low and erratically or inequit

ably enforced. Students and staff do not like

their school and show little, mutual respect;

theYtdo not ex0ect much c;1 9f the School

either for themselves or for others. There is

evidence that the atmosphere and physical

environment of the classroom and school

(e.g., assignnient of students to group or

,independent work; arrangement end avail

ability of space, furniture, ,etc.; and of such

factors as noise, orderliness, attractiveness,

and cleanliness of the' physical plant and

, playgrounds, ventilation; etc.) inhibit stu

dents' full pkticipation in school life,

:Classroom.

School

LOW

' "**
Students in their learning settings

busy completing their issigned:woricStan

dards and expectations for achievement and

behivior provide a challeni for most,stu.

dents and are generally applied in a moils

tent and, 'equitable manner. There is an

atmosphere. among students , and staff of

courtesy and compliance with school rules;

students have freedom for self-expression

and for interaction 'with other students

although the school takas little 'initiative to

support their personal and social glowth.

There is evidence tliit the atmosphere and

physical environment of the classroom and

school

or

sp

no

nes

ventilatio

., assignment of students to grou

ependent work; availability and use

furniture, etc.; and of such factors as

e, erderlin'ess, attractiven ,

of the physi t and' playgrounds,

allow students' full partici.

pation in School life.

j.

c_i
In their learning settings, students appeal;

to be motivated and exhibit initiative for

'learning; they.perceive school as a place that

',encourages and, iuppOrts selfdirection in

pursuing educational interests. The atmo

sphere and mood are friendly'end supportive

of both academic learning and personal and

social growth: standards and expitctations

for "achiriement and behavior are high and

equitibly applied. There is eit atmosphere

among studrits and staff of respect far self,

for others, and' for the school; they ar

embusiastic about their experiences t

school. There' is evidence' that the atmo.

,sphere and pbysicatvironment of the

classroom and sChO

4
e.g., assignment of

student to group I or independent work:

arrangement and i4tlibility of space,,furni

ture, etc.; and of such factors as noise;

orderliness, activeness, and cleanliness of

pl nt and playgrounds, ventilation,,

etc.) enha ce students' full participatioif

school lif

MIDDLE HIGH

Y111,
YIN...111

10 MIM 1
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Opportunities for Improving the Environment

in Which Leatning Takes Place

The phrases below describe what adults do that affects the envirtient in

which learning takes place. Check 'the box in column A if you feel that focusing

an action or activity could be key in improving the enviremment in which

lea takes place. Check the bb* in column'B if you feel that an action' or

activity has been particularly effective in ,improving the environment in which

r

a, fotimaging the instructional program to enable students to

have 'opportunities to: i ,

Be selfdireling

Be telfchecking and selkorrectino\

Make independent choices

- Be successful as a learner

b, Building into the daily sc edule.activities, which encourage

. students to stretch their Capabilities and pursue their

interests

A f,

Looking for ways to exte ndopportu n i ties for students to par-

ticipate in a. wide variety of academic and cultural activities

and in activities whiCh.promote personal and social growth ,

, ,

d. Finding ways to acknowledge student efforts 'and eccom-

plishments in academic, Personal, and social areas `4

e, Looking for ways to encourage and support initiative IRA

students

f. Providing guidance and support to students. who feel

anxious, confusedisunderstooid, or directionless

g. Arranging opPortunies for students to work together in

activities which are. goalorientedind which allow them to

feel pride,, and satisfaction in, aecompliskling .the

especially for students involved in conflict otrcarripui

.
f. At,

ELEMENTARY

75

A

I

B

learning tikes piece and if you..fol that the way the action or activity was

conducted might profitably be applied in other areas of the program. Caution:

While several of the actions or activities. might be helpful, you should check only

the boxes for those which have exceptional potential for improving the .

environment in Mich learning takes piece; leave the remaining boxes blank,

h. Teaching, by example, respect for others and understanding

and valuing of individual differences, including abilities,

interests, lang.rece(s), cultureW, etc.

i. Creating physical arrangements that reduce visual or sound

distractions and provide a pleasant environment, .

4 'Organizing joint student, staff, Parent and district efforts to

provide/maintain a safe, clean', and attractive environment

'lc; 'Other actions' or activities'described .ip the school plan

(please specify) rk

Othlr (please specify) .

2

A.

1.-lw

.1.1
.1=MEMOI,
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Criteria for Judging Quality

The Effect of Excess

Celt Services for Title 1/EDY Students

In completing your assessment of the effect of excess cost services for Title

I/EDY students, 14se this page fbr judging the level of quality of those servtees in

terms of their effect nn Title I/EDY students. Descriptions of this effect

oorfrasPonding to "low," "middle," and "high" levels of quality are given in tire.
I

There is evidence that the excess cost

services.hinstructiutal and hstructionaVup.

port provided for Title I and/or educlion-

any disadvantapd IEDY) students -have

PrOduced little or no acceleration,. of their

Progress and thus are not compensating for

their loW achievement levels. The regular

I Oructionel prograin and instructional

octal cost services are operate and poorly .

coordinated; assessments of what students ,t
have learned and have yet to learn are not

used-for planning jointly, by the reitilar

classroom teacher and excess. cost services

staff, Lessons are limited primarily to ,skill

driltwith limited opportunities for applying

the skills, Expectations for students are low,,

Inituctional support, supplemented by

excess cost services, has had little Or no

effect in meeting the health and guidance

needs of students, providing inservice train

ing for staff in meeting special needs of

Participants, or in involving parents in and

informing them about their children's school

. program.

LON

,14,4

EEMENTARY

!,

.

three paragraphs belcnv, If one of the:evert/0phi is an accurate reflection of

the effect of the excess cost services on Title I/EDY stidents, check the box

directly below tit description, For judgnents of quality bstween low slick

middle or beton middle and high, check an appropriate intermediate box.

There is 'evidence that the excess colt 4

services-instructional and instructional sup.

port provideFfor Title I and/or education.

ally diudvantaged IEDY) studentsare sup.

pjementing the 'regular program and ere

somewhat effective in meeting the needs of

participants 'yid Decelerating their thieve-

:ment There Is mutual adaptation. terteoen

some clusroOms in the regular, program and

instructional UM cost services; in other

classrooms, there is little of no coordination,

.Expectations for students are somewhat

challenging. Instructioni support, supple.

mented by excess cost servicts,b has ixen

somewhat effective in meeting the he>1Ith

and guidance needs Of students, provid

inservice training for staff in meeting special

needs of participant; and in involving Par-

entt in ind ;informing them about their

children's school progrIrn\.,

9

1,11

MIDDLE

.

6

Evidence exists that the e4est cost,

services-instructionsl and instructional

supportprovided for Title I and/or educe.

tionally disidventapd IEDY) students ere

.supplementing the regular program and are

'effective in acceleriting their progess, thus

. compensating for 'theft low, achievement

levels.: The regular classroom program and

the 'excess cost urYices are fully integrated,

. resulting in a continuous Progress program

for strident. Expectatia for student per

kimono are high, Instructional 1u

suppleinted by ,excess cost services,, is

effective in meeting health and pidarCce

needs of itudents,'providing inservice,triin-

ing for staff in meeting special .needs of

participants, and in involving paints in and

inforMing them about their chIldren's School

pr6gram.

4 yo

HIGH

RIM



Opportunities for I mg the Excess

The phrases below describe what adults do that #acts the school program

'for le ,1/EDY student;, Check the box in column A if you feel that focusing

.on an Alien' or activity could be key in improving the program 'in p

instructional or support area; write the name of that area on the line below tie-

' box. Check' the boX in column B if you 'feel, that in action or activity has been

Particulerly effective in an area and if you feel that the waction or

(*

a. Providing stiff development so that

each adult who works with the educe-

tionally disadvantagedstudents:

Understands what the planned

excess Cost services are, how the

services fit with the regular pro-

pans and what they are intended

to accomplish

How to work together with excess

'cost' services and/or regular pro-

gram staff to provide a continuous

progress program for students

b. Providing for each adult, who works

with educationally disadvantaged stu

dents staff development which is

I designed to increase the adult's ability

to adapt his/her teaching skills to the

specific needs of the edUcationally

disadvantaged students at the school

c. Allocating time for frequent joint

planning by the classroom teacher and

excess cost services instructional staff

id order to share student assessment

information and develop lesson plans

based on this information

E79ENTARY

11111m1

IMINIF

11.1

..,
*MI

Cost Services for Title TIDY Students

activity was conducted might profitabl9 to applied in other areas of the

program. 'Write the name of the area irf which the action or activity has been

particulary effective on the line below the box. Caution: While severe' of the

actions or,activities might be helpful; you should check only theoxit for those

which have exceptional potential for improving the excess costarvices for Title

I/EDY students; leave the remaining boxes blank.

(
d. Comparing the supplemental activities

with those of the :regular classroom

instructional prograpi to determine if

each one complements or reinforces

the student learning occurring in the

other; using the results of euch inquiry 1

to make 'modifications in either thi

excess cost services, th re lar clasp

room program, o? both, I order to

provide a more fully inte ted, con

tmuous prlpss .instsuctiohj program

for participating students

e. Analyzing the quality of the' excess

cost services in terms of how students

are' learning (see page III-121 and con

sidering, as eppropriate, the opportuni

ties tx:iinproving how students lAm,

items a through h (page 111=131

f, Verifying that expectations toc*rfor.

mare of participating studend are

comparable td expectations for other

students

g. Other actions or activitiesdescribes' in

the school plan (please specify)

h, Other (please specify)

,k1

E

..11

11.1N



Criteria for Judging Quality

The Effect of the Bilingtiallrograms on Students

In completing, your assessment of the school program, use this page for

'judging the level of quality of the program in terms of the effect of the bilingual

program on' students, Descriptions of this effect corresponding to "low,"

"middle," and "high" levels of quality ere given in the three paragraphs below. If

There. evidence'that the students in the

bilingual program are not developing Ian,

page facility in both languages; they are not

developing essential skills *speaking, read-

ing, writing, and mathematicsiOr knowledge

and fppreciotion of their gun and other

cultural. Assessment of students needs,

including lanNage proficiency, is limited.

Few or no materials are available in the

primary language of the student, and ,the

instruction in both the primary and second

languaps is limited in tin as welt as in

scope. The adults working witi the students

have neither language skills nor skills in

bilingual telling methodologies necessary

to provide successful learning.eiperiences

for the students, in both 'languages of the

program.

LOW

one of these parapiphs is 'an accurate reflection of the effect of the bilingual

program on students, check the box directly below that description. For

judgments of quality ,between low and middle or middle and high, check an

appropriate intermediate box.

r.

'There is evideite that most students are,

developing language ,faciliti/ in both lath

Fie of, the bilingual ,program;° their work

indicates that they are developing some

essential skills inlistening speaking, reading,

and writing in both languages as well as in

mathematics, and some knowledge and

'appreciation of their own and other cultures;

Materials are available in the primary lin-

guage of the students as well as in English,

but not all of the materials and activities

used in instruction are appropriate to the

language and learning needs of the LEST

NES/FES studentritiotolthe adults work-

ing with' the students have language skills

and skill's in bilingual teething methodolo

gies necessary to provide successful learning

;experiehces in both languages of the pro-

gram for students. (

MIDDLE

11.

'Use this page only if the school has tlYpe a, b, or c bilingual program as required by AB 1329.

I
ELEMENTARY

There is evidence that the students are

making substantial progress in developing

language facility in, both ,languages of the

tilingual program. Their work indicates that

they are developing skills in listening, spelk-

ing, reading, and writing in both languages as

well as in mathematics, and knowledge and

appreciation of their own and other cultures,

The materials and activities used in instruc-

tion are approprige to the learning and

language' needs Of the LES/NES/FES sti

dents, The adults wo ng with the studen

exhibit a high level 9 roficiency in laril\i

gum skills and skills i bilingual tea in

methodologies necessary to provide suiss-

ful learning experiences i both languages of

the proyam for all students.

HIGH



t4Opportunities for improving Bilingual Egg-tiog

The phrases below describe I adults do that affects bilingual education,

Check the box in column A if you feel that focusing on an action ectivity

, f reouldlia key, in improving bilingual education. Check the box In column B if

you feel that an action or' 'activity has been particulary effective in iMproVing,

bilingual education and is one which should be Continued' or extended, Caution:

.*Ile several of the actions or activities might be helpful, you should check bnly

the boxes for those which have exelOtio,nal potential for improving bilingual

education; leave the remaining boxes blank. ,

t,es

I a.' Assessing, on in, ongoing basis, language proficiency of

students in both their grimily and secondary languages

tl
i .

h. Utilizing the culture' of tie LES/NES students and culturel

resources of the LES/NES community in multicultural curricf
Blum.

Ar--

I.1A11.

b. Assessing, on an ongoing basis, student needs in mathematics

and multiCultural education

c. Monitoring, by the, teacher, of student progress in language

development and reaing in both languages of the bilingual

program

k,

Developing and applying written criteste for the introduction

of reading,in, the studenfisecond languag

'a, Making materials available in the student's primary language

for language development.reeding, matheMatics, and multicul

tural education .

f, Examining the. amount of time, spent on initruction In

LES/NES students' prifnary language and in', English as a

second language' (ESL) to determine if it is sufficient for the'.

deveibpment of adequate I kills

!ft ,

; Providing second ,language .instruction for ,fliieht English

'students (FE,S) .
c

. 4 1,
.,,

83
EL'EMENIARY

11

..

.6

...1111

111 IMO

,pf.

11.1.,

,"I

'

roviding staff development for those teachers and ,aides

working with the students lo the language skills necessary to

instruc in anclinodel both languages of the bilingual program\

r
Providing staff development for teachirs and aides to increase

their skills in bilingual teaching methodologies

Other actlontor activities described in the school plan (please

specify) '

1.' Other ?please specify)

.1I

IfRIONM

1,

.11=11I.
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Crite i for Judgih Quality \

?e The Effects of Staff Development an Instruction,

In completing your assessInelit of the School program, use this page 'fps

judging the level of vality of staff developme'nt In terms of its effect on

instruction, Descriptions of this effect corresponding to "low," "middle," and

"high" levels of guilty are given in the three paragraphs below, If one of these.

There is evidence that the staff develop-

ment activities have had little effect in

increasing the skills and knowledge of the

adults needed to effectively implement the

*fled program. There is misunderstanding

oY lack of understanding of the intent of the .

school's !Aimed program. Few staff mem-

bers understand what their retponsibilities

for implementing the planned program are

or how to carry them, out, ,Adults do not

understand_how fiat they do fits with what

°thew do in implementing the plannk

program, The results of staff development

actOlo are, not observable in the,olassroom

or in ken of program support. *,
to,

Teachers

'Aides

Otherstaff.

Parents and oth-

er volunteers"

' LOW

Ym111,

85

paragraphs is an accurate reflection of the affix f staff development on

instruction, check the box,directly below that d scrip n. For judgments of

quality between low and middle or between middle d high, chic, an

appropriate intermediate box.

There is evidence that the staff develop

ment activities have increased the skills and

knowledge of the adults needed to effec-

tively implement the planned program. Staff

generally understand the intent of the

school's planned program, Most staff mem-

hers understand theiriindividual responsibil-

ities for implementing the planned program, .

and staff developMent activities are increas-

ing the skills and knowledge needed by 0

person to carry put his/her, responsibilities.

Most elvIts understand,how what they do,

fits wRlfWhat Others. o in implementintthe

planned program. Staff developplentlictivP

ties for most members of the instructional

staff have Issisted them to apply knowledge

and,"to a. more limited extent, skills. ad-

dressed in the staff development activities, r

"Othqr staff kn des the principal, other administrators, and supp6rt staff (certificated

an1 classified are directly involved in implementing the program). ,

"Other volunteers include community members, cross-aged tutors, and student teachers.

II ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE.

There is evidence that the staff develop-

mint activities have ignificently Intreised

the skills 'and knowledge of the adults

needed to effectively implement the planned

program, Each nderstands the intent of the

school's plan d progfem, knows his or her

individual res nsibilities for' implementk

tion, and knows how ,to carry them out

Each adult understands how 'what he/she

does fits with whktotheado in implement.

ing the planned program:Staff development

activities for instructional staff ve beer(

effective in assisting, staff, to app skirls and

knowledge addressed in the sta develop-

'rnent activities.

11I.d.
HIGH :

1 tt



`0,

Oppoitunitits for Improve aff Development
,o1

14 phrases below describe what adutti do that affects staff development. 4'

Check the box In collifhn A If you feel that focusing on an action or activity

could be key in *trying staff development in an InstructioN1 or support ores;

write the name of that area on the line below the box, Check the box in column

B If you feel that in action or activity has helped make staff development

effective in an area and if you feel that the way the action or activity was

Idintifying the skills and knowledge

needed in order to carry out the

planned program

b. Assessing exioting skills and knowledge

of adults working in the program'

through salf.assessment and admpis.

trative assessment

A

c. Determining the different between

existing and necessary ;ills and

knowledge of the adults

d. Basing activities , on the difference

tbetMen exiOng and necessary skills

and knowledge of the adults

e, Individualizing activities to meet the

varying needs,of the adults

f. Inoorporating into staff development

activities ways of confirming that the

adults have acquired and are using the

skills and knowledges presented

g. Involving the adults in determining

what their staff development activities

should include

B

rmr..1

Note: "AdUltt" includes ttachers other stiff, and parents and othir volunteers.

ELEMENTARY j

conducted might profitably be applied In other arsii of the pogrom; write the

name of the yes In which staff development Is effective on the line *low the

box, Caution: While several of the actions or activities mist be Wilful, you

should chock only the boxes for those which have exceptional potential for

Improving stiff development; leave the remaining boxes blink,

h. involving adults In determining how

staff development activities would be

presented and, by who

i, Using school, district, community, end

other resourcesAor staff development

activities

I. Allocating sufficient time for stiff

development activities

k. Other actions or activities described in

the school girl (please specify)

I, Other (pleafe's6ecifY)

A
OM= 11.11.11.

11

..

*4.

A
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N
Criteriaior Judging Quality

The Effect of Parent Participation and, Education on Instruction'

In complIng your .8Numont of the, school program, use this pap for

judging the level of quality of the program in terms of the effect of parent

poticipitIon and education on instruction, Decal otions'of this affect of parent

Icipation and education corrispinding to "row," "middle," and "high"

s of quality ereliven in the three parirjraphs boloc If one of thew,

0

There it wide that parents have little uncle!,

standing of or c itmont to the school program,

their children's d y lay activities or of the

scitool plan and c 'ol improvement offliti. Few

prents are involved In classroom an] school

program or in paint eduction activities; their

involvement is inIrequept oft sporadic sndpr

vides little support to the instructional progrim or

efforts to implernent the planned program,

There Is iwidenct that parent idacillion his had

little If any Impact on enabling parents to become

involved in their children's Khool program, to

support their children In their school activities, or

to twist them et home.

LOW

r71

ELEMENTARY

paragraphs is an accurate reflection 0 the affect of parent participation and

idUcation on instructlon, check 1 bqx directly belqw, that description, FoL

Judgments of quality' betWlen w errlimIddi or bel\vw' middle Ind high,'

checkin approprieee liftermedie box.

1. Thee Is evidence that most of the who

are actively involved with the sch program

undrstand andjupport .the school program for,

their children; tilry ate aware of the schoo4plan

and the .major thrpsts for the year. Parents, not

actively involved iwe sod* undirlunding of their

children's progrA and ire aware of their, chil .

dren's day.to.day activities, but the'', have finked

knowledge of the chgliplan or of specific efforts

to invrove the pro ; they ere pnerilly,not

aware of what they,could do personally to support

implementation of the.planned program. Involve

ment of parents In many of the classrooms has

ehriched and extended thr regular Instructional'

program, but in other clissrooms the involveMent

of parents is infrequent or has made little differ

once in how the teacher organizis and manages the

.li)sessroom. Involvement of parents in school

t outside the classroom has provided, support for

implementing the planned school improvement

efforts. There is evidence that parent education

activities have enabled some Prints to participate

in the 'school program and to support their

children it) their school activities and to assist

them at home,

a

MIDDLE

Parents show enthusinm for end commitment

'to Ow program and school Improvement efforts

Thetere knetWledpeoble about the schdol plan and

know when and how they can assist in Impl

minting the planned program Point involvement

in the cloorborri extends and ehriches the regular

Ostructionol end expands the teachers'

tiollltlee irovide direction to end supervision

the students.' Parent Involvement outside the

classroom Is a sipifIcant of support in

implementing Nthe planned -ram Point,
knowledge of thiTrutructi program and how

their children are learning enifes them to support

their children ih their activitl at school and to

reinforck9t home specific skills and concepts

taught at school. 4'

HIGH

rr

90



Opportunities for Improvinil,

Parent Participation end Education

the Onus bolo* Ibe *tat adul de that affects palont participation

and educe* Chock tti toxin column If yqu feel that foe g ?kin action

of activity could be ka In improving par 1 participation and uceion, Chick

the box m column B you foe, that r tion arotivity his Win' particularly

effective in ImProvin patent participatroh and education in& It one yifiCh

Pratikling 'onc;Sagt for perinft to plow@ to the

cleeroortitil col ogrom

b. &M I% Involvement df parintsaq Providing foi ,their

and concerns

c, Identifying and dung talent!, irtteremt, and knowledge of

wino in the classroom and achOol progiam

d. Providin twooy 1101101000 COMmuniCilion1 tegrding,110

no day, todri'aliyitili and thyachOol program

oviping homechool COMMunicstibn in the languege41

knit l and non npluh speaking parents

Lit kaP4TAnY

./

shod

ado right its helpful, you
have axcoptIbnii, potential, for

lefts K. refraining box's blank,

4

4 continued or 'Mantled, Caution,' While weal Of the actions

id' check only, the boxes for thou

proving 'parent, participation and 'ducal!

04
5.

A

Pre-skiing °poor tunitio for parents to !Orli Interim' and 1:1
nee0i for parent education ktlyltisi and to 10 involved In

planning them

g. Using scheduling, rrld)pes of priontation, and creating alwn. ,

Ong climate which remota participation in narinCiducition

h. Other actions or ocilvities (Olio Ipecify)

EP 14.

1, Other (pi4s1 specify)

Ik

5.,

,
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Criteria for Judging Quality

The Effect of Health and Guidance Services

In completing your assessment of the school program, use this page for

Judifng the level of quality of the program in tor s of the effect of health and

guidance ',Tykes, becriptions of thh effect corr pending to "low," "Middle,"

-44; "high" levels of quality are given in the ,thrs paragrephs below, If one of

4

There is oyidencs, in classrooms and

4 thd school thet many emotionilrtvntel and

1physical health needs of students' are not

_ttsing radiated or accommodated. As
e

mint of needs is limited and cursory, and/or

,,.. thin is little followup. Resources available

to the school hen not Imen,explored and/or

an not being effectively used. Specialist

support staff provide little ongoing, anis

Lance to Students; classroom teachers Ire." 4
'quontly receive little health information

Aboul their students, nor do ,they receive

direct wistaria or inwvice training to help

them work with the, students with health

needs in their classroom, TheTht-little or no

tc)ifornvl ins u 'on in health education.

Generally par nts receive notice of their

4 childreloAelth. needs, but followup is

sporadic either then Nine.

993

LOW

ELEIfiliTAAY "-

these paragraphs is an accurate reflection ,of the effect of health end pJiderice

services, check the box directly below that description, For judgments of quality

between low and middle or between middle and high, check an appropriate

intermediate box,

There is evidence in the classrooms are

the school trot most of the identified

emo;loneOental and physical health needs

of the students are being met, ilthou0s

screening procedures in some erns re not

timely and/or the 'a limi

activities are being carried out t

needs wherovd polible and/or to increase

coping skills of students with heelth'prob-

lems, Many of the ropurces of the, school

end' community are being' used for follow

tip; some ivoileble reso'urces.are not Niiip

rapped and/or,used as fully as poulble, The

.specialist ,suppOrt staff provide ongoing psis,

tam to students and Owe important health

information with the instructional stiff; the

information Is fliqu nsed.s a basis for

alteri4 the curriculum, organic *rand

environment for the students ,in 'order Ito

accommodate their specific nee s.

school program includes hea inst uctio

in the major content areas. Parents a

informed of their children's health ds,

id the school, as needed, provides

!nation regarding resources availab ,for

follow.up $dices.

up

late

MIDDLE10

III..T

1
MINN./WM

w .

There is evidence an the classrooms and

the school that the ,emotional.rnental and

physical hillth' needs of the students are

being met; the idoilllication of needs is

based on appropriate and timely screening of

auditory, visual, dehtel, physical, and speech

needs and on es fished criteria and proof

dunes for Identi 114 students with guidance

needi, , Follow. p activities have, been sue. J.

cessful Iripmedietinil needs (whereverPossi

bleb and in Increasing skills tct 'ape Withi
iealth;probleme. All available school- and'

Tom nity resources hpve been ickintlfied

end are beingaffectively used for Ifillowup

. and or en Mg the health of students; the

currictlurr% rginitation, end environment

of the clear ms have been modified to, (

.accommodate the specific' health niedi of

the students, Spiciellst support stiff provide

'ongoing assistance to students with idon

titled 'needs, to classroom teachers as they

work with these students, an to' their

parents. The school program appro.

',riot° gradelevel instruction in all the n%or .

content areas of health education.

HIGH'



Opliortunities ror, Improving Health and Guidance Services

The phris below describe what adults do that affects health and guidance

soWices, Check the box in column A if you feel that focusing on an action or

activity Could be key in improving health and guidance services, Check the box

In column B if you fail that an action or actiVity has been particularly effective

Health

a:Providing thorough and timely With screening of auditory,

visual, dental, physical, and speech needs

b. Implementing follosoup
procedures for the purpose of reme

dieting or increasini coning skills and/or accommodating needs

within the cluirdo

c, Providing health education instruction, including self,

mermen, coping 'action, and decision making

Guidance

d, Establishing and using procedures to identify needs of students

for guidance services

A

e. Basing guidance Yetvices on' the identified need of stiidenti

f, 'Providing direct service to students and assiyance to teachers

Iin modifying the I ruing environment of their classrooms in

order to meet indiv dual student needs

Et. MENTA,RY

in improving health and guidance services and is one which should be continued

or extended, Caution: While several of the actions or activities might be helpful,

YIN should check only the boils' for those which have' exceptional potential for

improving health and guidenceiervicea leave the remaining boxes blank, .

Health and Guiding

g, Using health, and ,guidance assessment information in the

clahroorn to modify curriculum, organization, and environ

/ant in order to meet individual student needs

/'h,- Ensuring that parents and teachers know the health and

guidance needs of individual students

A II

I. Identifying and using availabli state,, federal, district, end r

community resources' to meet need/ for health and guidance L

services

j, Providing health assessment and guidance se ices information

to LES/NES students and their parents In theli primary

language

k, Allocating district/school resources for providing health and

guidance solos and developing curriculum

I, Other actions or activities described in the school plan (please

specify)

rh, Other (pie se specify)

11
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crilerhi for Judgilig

The Mc( of District Support

In completing your assessment of the school program, use the top half of this .

page for judging the level of quality of the program in terms of the effect of

distridisupport, Descriptions of this effect of district support corresponding to

middle," and "high" levels of quality are given in the three paragraphs

r.

There is rivi4nce that the district's poll,

I

cies
'

prodedures, and CrI1KIil to guide arid

Support its schools either have not been

defined by the district or are unknown to

this school,'School staff and parents do not

understand the intent and requirements of

't1the consolidated oil di1011 programs 311N

ichool, The distriq,i's 'Ntegies to assist the

school are vague ot stated in very, general

terms and encomihss few of the resources

ad'ailable to thellisincf.)Thelitegies were
I

not planned jointly 141. bit" school and
-..,'

district and, therefore, shr,KIittle relatiin.

ship to ,the specific Obje!Ctilves, needs, and

priorities of the school` Efforts to guide and

. i. support the school have had little ipact,on

the scnOol's efforts to improve its progralm.

below, II one of these paragraphs is an, kcwate reflection of the effect of

district support, check the box directly, below that description.,For judgments of

quality between low and middle or between middle and high, check an

appropriate' intermediate box,

There is evidence that the disUict's

cies, procedures, criteria, and assistance

strategies, to guide and support its schools in

their improvement efforts are known to the

school site council andlor school advisory
P

committee members and to some other staff

and parents at this school. The district's

assistance to the school coordinates and uses'

many of the ,resources available to 'the

district and is generally consistent with the

school's objectives, needs, and priorities, The

district's implementation of these policies,

assistance strategies, and so forth, including

those the distrkt .master plan, has facili

tated 'staff ,and parent understanding of the

purposes And requirements of the consoll.

dated appliCetion programIsl at the school'

and helped the school make progress toward

improving its program for students.

There is evidence that the district's poll.

cies, procedures, criteria, and assistance

strategies to guide and support its schools in

planning, implerNnting, and evaluating

efforts to improve the school program are

clearly defined and well known to the staff

and parents at this school, The' district's

assistance to the school effect'vely coordi

nates and uses all available resources

federal, state, district, communityand is

based on the school's objectives, needs, and

priorities; together with the school's imple.

mentation activities, the district assistance is

sufficient to ensure success 'of the school's

plan* program. The distrit's timely and

effective implementation of these policies,

assistance strategies, and so forth, including

those in the' district master plan, has been a

key factor contributing to the school's

understanding of' the purposes and require.

meats of the consolidated application pro.

gr'amis) at the school and of success in

improving its planned program for students,



Opportunities Ibr ImprovIng District Support

The phrases below describe wha adults Cu that affects district support of

instruction. Check the box in colum i A if yrA,1 luol that focUsing on an action or

activity could bekey ii)amproving district suppor t, Chuck the box in column Li

if you feel th f an actin or activity has been particularly effective in imprOving

. ;
.6.

a. Oetermining what policies, procedures, and criteria,,uo needed

to guide and support schoof improvement efforts,. muddying

histing expectations/directives accordingly

Identifying current channels of communication which convey

information accurately and reliably between district governing

boardladministra bon and the school

c. Aynginti for staff development to ensure full understanding of

important issues and concepts communicated twin the distract

level to the school, especially those related to the purposes arid

requirements of, the cortisolidated application programs at the

school, and to policies and procedure's contained in the district

master plan

A

distal support and is one which should be continued or extended, Cautio'h:

While several of the actions or activities might he helpful, you should chuck only

the boxes for those which have epeptional potential fur improving district

'support .leave the remaining boxes blank.

if. Assessing the effectiveness of cut rent Services to the school and

demi fyinti resources never before utilired

c. Working with the school as it determines its objectives, needs,

and priorities for the coming year and jointly planning what arid

When resources are needed to meet those objectives and needs as

prix ti/ed

f, Other actions or activities described in the school plan (please

specify)

g. Other (Please specif41

10

A
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Criteria rot Judging Quality

Tile Hied or the School Site Council/School Advisory Comminee(s)

In r'..oropleting your assessment id the school pi()iliani, use this edge lul

judging the level of quality 1,)f Ille 1,ii(,7SAC,(%) Ill 119111s of Meg idled on tilt

schmol proikam, 1)escrpticos of this iiffeCt COffSpOililinti to "low," "noddle,"

'11111 "high" levels Ill quality ale given in the thiee,paiarpaplis below. II one 01

Meejings of the SSC/SAO) have been

infiequent and/or primly attended; consider

ilium of school comnirMity groups' points of

view when assessing needs, establishing

a dies, and lid:1111111111cl (111N:11011S 'for the

program has been limited. The work of the

SSC/SACIsl geneial( is nut known; the

members (10 not see their work as Important

to the school program; little is being done to

(meow age other parents and staff to par tier

pate in the work of the council/commineels1.

Discussions during the development of the

school plan, held mostly among a few key

staff members on the council/mimic Heels),

were often carried on outside the council/

committee meeting. Communication among

the councilicommitteelsl has been limited;

each planned within the area for which it

was 11!S0011SH, without consult* the

otherls). Council/committee members

demonstrate little knowledge of or commit-

ment to the planned program and are gener-

ally not aware of the steps being taken to

translate the planned program into action.

E1,,IINTKiY

IlleSi! paragraphs is all accurate reflection of the effect of the SSC/SACIsl, check

the box dinictly below that description, Fun judgments of quality between low

and "middle or between middle and high, check an appropriate intermediate box.

In regular mcelinys, usually well attended

by SSC/SAC members, points of view from

seven al groups in the school community have

bee,nconsidered,when assessing needs, estab

lishinq priorities, and determining directions
o

for the program. The work of the SSCI

SACIsl is generally known; members and

many staff and parents see the council/

committee's work as important; other staff

and parents are encouraged to participate in

the work of the council/committeelsl;

planning and monitoring the program, The

councd/committeels) served as a forum for

discussing the original development of the

school plan, including the budget, and has

been somewhat active in reviewing imple-

mentation of the program. Each council/

committee is generally informed abut the

major deliberations or recommendations of

the others, and consideration has been given

to the relationship of services for students

with special needs to the regular instruc-

tional program. Council/committee members

and some other staff and parents are

informed about and demonstrate commit-

ment to the planned program. Awareness of

steps being taken to translate the planned

program into action varies from high to very

limi ted.

In regular, well-attended meetings of the

council/committal's), points of view from

all groups in the school community have

been,. Actively considered when assessing

needs, establishing priorities, and determin-

ing directions for the program. Broad partici-

, nation of parents and staff, in addition to

council/committee members, has been

Oncouraged on a continuing basis. The

council/committee has been the focus of

discussion during the development of the

school plan, including the budget, and dur-

ing continuing review and modification of

the program. Communication and cooper-

ation among the different council/commit-

feels) were instrumental in integrating ser.

vices for students with special needs into the

planned program. Council/committee mem-

bers and others demonstrate a high level of

knowledge of and commitment to the

planned program, and they are well aware of

the steps being taken to translate it into

action.
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V
Oppriumilies for Improving (he School Sift Council/School

Advisory Comiiii(iee(s)

The phrases below descithe what adults in that affects the school site

council/school advisory committee(s).
Check the box in column A if you feel

that focusing ou ,01 110011 01 activity could hi key in inlorovinci the school site

council/school ailvicrity cominmee(s).
Check the box in column )1 rf yo lee!

111dt dll action of activity
has been pal ticlrlary of tective iii impioveni the school

site council/school advisory coition ter(s) inn if you led Ilha the way the action

A

a. oviding liner vice ti dining with the objective at having each

member understand.

The purpose of the SSCISAC and his/her iesponsibilities as a

merrily!'

How the group functions and how to carry out his/her

responsibilities as d member

Now to work with other councils or advisory committees

The regulations for each of the pi ogiams funded at the

school through the Consolidated Application (A.127I

-What is provided by the Vdr.1011S 1111411111j sourer S which is in

addition to what the dishict provides

The day to day operation of the program

h. Verifying WA individual SSC/SAC member, are Thoroughly

familial with both pinion descriptions and budgets for the

consolidated programs at the school

c. Inquiring of parents and staff on each school council/commit.

tee if they feel that the relationships among the groups are ,

productive and supportive of each group 10 forming its tasks

rt. Looking g for ways to involve parents and staff members who

are not members of the council/committee(s) in the work of

the rp °rin(s)

iII',11
1111

4

01 activity was COrlductv(1 rriillltt profitably be applrwl to other areas of Ilre

Caution: While several of the actions or activities might he helpful, you

should check only the boxes for those which have exceptional potential for

improving the school site cnoricil/school advisory commutee(s); leave the

remaining boxes blank,

e. Involving members in determining how the SSC/SAC functions

by developing procedures such as those for:

Establishing agendas and activities which reflect the con

coins of the school community

Giving information to and receiving information from the

school community; e.g., telephone trees, buddy,, system,

interviews, etc.

f, Providing services to support attendance of members and

guests, such as:

.Methods of communication among SSCISAC members,

between the groups, and between the groups and the school

community which keep members knowledgeable and able to

carry out their roles effectively and confidently

Scheduling of meeting times to best fit the personal

schedules of parents and stall

Translation services for limited, or non.English.speaking

(LES/NES) parents

g, Examining membership recruitment and selection practices to

determine if they arc adequate to ensure selection of me ers

who are representative of the school community

h. Other actions or activities described in the school plan (please

specify)

Other (please specify)

A
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a.

.Crite.rialor Judging Quality

The Effects pi Planning and 'Evaluation

In completing. your assessment of the school program,, use this, page,for

'judging the, level of, quality of the prog anl,in terms of the elffectrof planning

and evaluation. DescriPtiAs of these effects corresponding to "low,' "middle,"

and "high" levels of qu'alify.are given in the three paragraphs below, If qne of

',There is evidence that members of the

school it council and'each school advisory

committee and other staff and parents have

little understanding of the purposes and

requirements of the consolidated application

programs al the school. The0 is little agree

ment goals or expectations fur students

or on what he.Scfpol Program ,should be.

;hose invi* in carrying out the plan

cannot desWtheir roles and. responsibili:

ties. filesokes are not allocated to support

planning. There is evidence of little ongoing

1, planning or preparation for year-end evalU

ationeand there is little or no anticipation of

developing such capacity this year.

V

ELEANTARY

these paragraphs is an 'accurate reflect:ipn of the effects of planning and

evaluation, check the box directly ,below that description, For judgments of

4ality, between low and middle or bettieen middle and high, check an

appropriate intermediatal box.

There is evidence 'that members the

school site-council and eacdchool advisory,

committee and Qther staff and parents at the

school participate 'in planning and evalu.

ation; hoWever, their understanding 'cif the

purposes. and requirements of the consoli

dated application. progranis at the school is

somelkh3t limited. .Those responsible for

particular areas of the; program, are faMiliar ,

'with thCgoals and expectations for students

in thfise areas; yet; few people at the school

are well informed about the 'whale range of

goals and expectations in the plan. Some

parts of the plan provide clear direction for

staff and parents; while others tend to be

too general for people to act upon. The

process of ongoing 'planning is not well

defined; evaluation information is used pri

madly in end-oftheyear planning with kale'

ongoing program modification.

MIDDLE

\ 4c,

There is evidence that ,members of.the

,school 'site council and each school advisory

committee and other staff and parents at the

school,thoroughly'understand the purposes'

and requirement'S of thiconsolidated

cation programs at the school. A high. level

of agreemert hbs bed reaclied,on goals and

4.xpectations for students and vlAhat the

school program should lie in orderlo meet

them. Those involved ,in carrying out the

plan have a Clear understanding of their roles

and respoqsjbilities, and sufficient resources

are allocated' to translate° the plan into

action'. The schOol has established a well

defined ongoin planning process and has

developed an orgy ional framework for

and commitment to, sng and retiring the

process. Evaluation information,is analyzed

and used in ongoing modification' and refine-

rrient of the program,

HIGH

S



Opportunities for Improving Planning and ;evaluation

The phrases below deicribe what adults do that affects planning and

evaluation. Check the box i co mn A if you feel that focusing on an action or

activity Could be key in improving planning and evaluation. Check the box in

column B if you feel that an action or activity has been particularly effective in

improving planning and evaluation end if you feel that the way the action or

activity was colgueted might profitably be applied in other areas of the

program. Caution: While several of the actions,or, activities might be helpful, you

"should check only the boxes for those which have exceptional potential for

improving planning and evaluation; leave the remaining boxes blank.

a. Allocating time and resources for planning and for evaluation

activities

b. Identifyjnilnclividuals who are expected to provide specific

leadership for the planning on-going planning, and yearend

evaluation efforts (

c, Establishing continuing review'groups for various divisions of

the program

d. Making provi for monitoring the implementation of the,

program and fo 'assessing the effectiveness of the program as

implemented`

Asking a question in an area of the program in need of

examination

A'

l

B
A

f. Establishing a decision-making process for making program
r

modifications which provides for: °

Using evaluation results

Reconfirming during the year agreements about goals and

expectations

Determining the need for change

Developing alternative procedures

Selecting among alternatives

Implementing selected procedures

Ensuring that the locus for discussion is the SSC/SAC

,
1

,t;
iDetermining what information is important in answering

the question

Deciding how and when this information is best collected

Identifying who should review the information

Identifying when and by whom the collected information

will be analyzed

Interpreting the results of the analysis in the context of the

particular situation

e, In considering difficulties in the program, distinguishing

between flaws, in the design of the program and mishaps or

,
confusion in translating the plan into action

ELEMENTIRy

1.4

Establishing times at which decisions will be made

g, Taking action on opportunities for improvement,iMmediately

after self-assessment and program review' y district, consort

tium, or state review teams

h. Anticipating endoftheyear planning for the ndxt year of the' I

three-year cycle by' identifying early in the second semester

those divisions of the program that will be newly developed

and those currently being implemented which will liketly

undergo greatest modification tt

i. Other actions or activities described in the school plan )please

specify)

1. Other )please specify)

to,
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4

Work Sheet for Making the Bridge Betwen Program Assessment a" 'Planning

This work sheet is designed to help you focus on the'relationships of areas or

aspects in one layer of the programto those in another layer of the program.

,Based,'on the assessment model in-Chapter 1, there are seven relationships

between areas that you'should consider:.

1. Ho plahning and evaluation:affect:

& Translation of the planned program, into action

b. Support

c. Instruction

How translation of the planned program into action fects:

a. Support

b. Instruction

3. How support affects instruction

4. How instruction affects student growth

For each one of the relationshik' you should attempt to identify the

improvement, in the outer layer which is potentially most important for

improvement in a layer closer to the student. Use the spaces. on the work sheet

to write down both the areas or aspects in which student improvement might be

pursued (left side) and the area or aspect which would be most significantly

affected by the improvement (right side).

1. If improvements are made 'in these areas: or aspects of planning and/or then the improvement could result in these areas of:

evaluation

11J

ELEMENTARY

a. Translation of the planned progra into action

b. Support

c. Instruction

11
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111/
2. If improvements are made in these aspects of how the planned program is Wthen improvement bould result in these areas or aspects of:

translated into action .

4

`a. Support

3. If improvements are made in thes3Irtras or aspects of support ...

(or

41 K.

4. If improvements are made in these areas or aspects of instruction ...

b. Instruction

then improvements in these areas or aspects of instruction mould result:

then improvements in these areas of student growth could result:

Use this,,space to indicate any other important relationships of special for ccinduceg evaluation into action, for staff development for translation

concern to the school, Such as staff development for planning, translating plans activities:

LIE MENTARY
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Other Publications Available from the Department of Education

The Handbook for Assessing an Elementary-School Program is one of approximately 400 publications
that are available from the California State Department of Education. Some of the more recent publications
or those most widely used arc the following (with those developOd specifically for the implementation of
Assembly Bill 65 marked with an asterisk):

Administration of the School District Risk Management Program (1977) ,
An Assessment of the Writing Performance of California High School Scrtiors ( -1 977)

*Assistance GuideGuide for Forming Program Review Consortia 11978)
--- :_/-

Attendancte and Enrollment Accounting and Reporting 11977/
Ribliography of Instructional Materials for the Teaching of I. re'nch 11977)

$ 2.50
2.75
NC

2.80
1.50

//
Bibliography of Instructional Materials for the Teaching of Portuguese (1976)
Bicycle Rules of the Road in Cahfornia (1977). i

.85
1.50

s. Calieknia Guide to Pgrent Participation in Driver Educati An ( 19781 3.15
California Guide to Traffic Safety Education (1976). 3.50

California Master Plan for Special Education (1974) 1.00
California Private School Directory, 1978 5.00
California Public School Directory, 1978 v 11.00
California Public Schools Selected Statistics, 1976-77 (1978) 1.00
California School Accounting Manual (1978) 1.65
California School 'Effectiveness Study (1977) - N., .85
California School Lighting Design and Evaluation (1978) .85

California Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules, 1977-78 ( 1978) 10.00
Computp-s-forLearning (1977) . 1.25

*Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement Program (1978) 1.50
*District Master Plan for School Improvem(Mt 11978) 1.50

District Paid Insurance Provanis in California School Districts. 1977-78 119781.- 2.50
. English Language Framework for California Public S,chools ( 1 9761 1.50
*Establishing school Sitee"ou?tqls: The Californta,School Improvement Program (1977)

Genetic Conditions: A Resource' and Instructional Guide (1977)
11:5)3(0

Guide for Multicultural Education' Content and Context (1977). 1.25'
Guide for Ongoing Planning ( 1977) .. 1.10

*Ilandbook for Assessing an Elementary School Program ( 1978) 1.50
handbook for Reporting and Using Test Results ( 1976) 8.50
A Handbook Regarding the Privacy and Diselos.skre of Pupil Records (1978) .85
1 !cal th Instruction I. rainework for California PINdic Schools (1978)
Hospitality Occupations Curriculum Guide (1977) 31 .. (3) 05

Liability Insurance in California Public Schools (19781 2.00
Physical Education for Children, Ages Four -through Nine (1978) 2.50

*Planning Handbook ( 1978) 1.50
Report of the Ad floc Committee on Integrated Educational Programs (1978) 2.60
('althoni School Energy Concepts 11978) ,.85

Site Management ( 1 977) 1.50
Social Sciences Education I. ramew(;rk (or California Public Schools (1975) 1.10
State Guidelines for School Athletic Programs ( 1 97 8 ) 2.20
Students' Rights and Responsibilities Handbook (197.8) 1.50

Orders should be directed to:

California State Depart ment of Education
P4O. Box 27-1 ...

Sacramento, CA 05802

Remittance on purchase order must accompany order. Purchase orders without checks are accepted only
'from government agencies in California. Sales tax should be added to all orders from California purchasers.

A complete list of publications availablefrom the Department may be obtained by writing to the address
listed above.
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